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Long- anticipated
gulf battle begins
· By Eric L. Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

An event the entire nation had been
anticipating and dreading for the past
five n1onths finally occurred with a roar
Wcdnesda)' evening as the United States
found itself embroiled in \vhat could be
a long and eventual!)' bloody war.
. At approximate I)' -l:50 p.m. EST. F15 fighter bontbers and 50 Tomaha\l. k
cruise missile s took off from Saudi
Arabia and lit up the moonless sk)' over
1

Iraq and occupied Ku,,•ait. ''Desert
Storm·· (as classified by \Vhite House
officials) is now underwa)'·
The firs1 reports that military action
had begun in the gulf reached the United
States at approxin1a1el~· 6:30 p.m . The

•

initial repons stated !hat the attack. v•hich
began at 2:30 a.nl .. had been large\~'
successful.
Reports indicated the U.S. had on]~·
launched an air attack \\'hich crippled
Iraq's air force and knocked out il 's
nuclear, ch_en1ical and biological \\'Capon
sites. The ci1~· of Baghdad \\·as blackened
follo"'ing the first assault.
Although initial reports omitted listing an}' casualties suffered by U.S.

'

forces, the nation was later informed b)'
White House officials that at least one
death had occurred. The casualty was an
'
unidentified pilot of an F-18 fighter
plane. Britain ~!so reported the loss of
one Tornado figh ter-bomber which left
\\\'O crewman m1 ss1ng.
The latest developme nt, as of Hilltop
press;time , was a repo rt from_ Israeli
officials that Iraq had followed through
on it's threat lo bomb .Israel. At approxi n1atei)' ") p.m .. re ports began
coming in that Tel Aviv, a seaport in
West Israe l, had been hit b)' fi\ e.10 eight
Iraqi missiles. There were no i n1n1ed iate
reports of casualties.

see WAR, page 7
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In a brief televised address to the
nation at 9 p.m . Wednesda)', President
Bush !old the counlT)' that all diplomatic
measures had been exhausted and nO\\'
the re was no choice left but to ''drive
Saddam from Kuwait b)' force .··
··Our object iv es are clear." Bush said .
··saddan1 Husse in 's forces will leave
Ku\.\•ait. The legitimate gover11ment of
Kuwait \\·i]l ·be restored to it 's rightful
place and Kuwait will once again be
free."
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Howard students, along with activist Dick Gregory, marched to the White House Tuesday to make an appeal for peace,

Students march in futile attempt for peace
By D. Malcolm Carson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Over 2000 HO\\'tlrd Unive rsity Sftl·
dents and n1en1bers of the communit)'
n1archcd to the \Vhitc House Tuesda}'
agains1 US i111cr''cn1ion in th e Middle
Ertst. The c\·cnr capped a \\·ee kcnd of
activities org:111izcd b~· the Student Call

Ag;1inst the \Var \Vhich included cam·
pus rallies, teach -ins, a visil to Congress,
a mass rail}' at the Metropoli tan A.M.E.
Church and other anti-war activities.
The st udents arc calling for a to1al
withdrawal of US troops from the re·
g1on.
Students chose Jan . 15 as the focus of
their activi1ies because they arc insulted
by the United Nation's decision to dis-

grace the memory of Martin Luther King,
a man who stood for peace and against
the Vietnam War, by choosing his
birthdate as a d.e adline for America's
next war.
The students rallied at the
Metropoli1ican A.M .E. C hurch in
downtown Washington, D .C. before
marching to the White House and the
Vielnam War Memorial .

S1udents voiced concern about the
disproportionate number of African·
Americans on the frontlines in the Persi•n Gulf in the face of increasing cutbacks of their rights at home. They also
pointed out the inconsistencies in US
foreign policy which threatens all-out
war against lraq for its occup3.tion of-

see STUDENTS, page 9
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HUSA scra1nbles to prepare
response to co1nmission

THE DREAM LIVE

.King

By Rochelle Tiiiery
Hilttop Staff. Reporter

•

By Rose King Claibon
•

Special to .the Hilltop

(!t frs. Rose K i11g C/aibo11, a freela11ce ~·rirer "'/10 resides i11 Mo11rgonle1)', Alaba111a, ~·as Dr. Ki11g 's
11eighbor a11d obseri•ed l1im as he
becan1e the 11ario11al leader for civil
rights.)
At the burning bush at Mou nt
Horeb God called Moses to become
the great leader of Hi s people. The
Israelites were victims of servitude.
Oppression was their daily lot . The
Scriptures reveal this: '' And the Lord
said, I have surel)' seen the affli ction
of my people which are in Eg)'pt, and
have heard thei r cry, by reason of
their taskmasters: for I know their
sorrows'' (Exodus 3:7). Moses was
''t he man for the job.''
Centuries later another ~f oses
arose to become a great leader. In the
infancy o f the civil rights movement

I

see KING page 9
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Dr. King would have have cele rated his 62nd birthday this past January 15th.

How whites view blacks
Asurvey released last week showed
many wlite Ameri:ans have negative
attitOOes toward blacks. Heni ~now Ire
whites surwyed said trey felt abo~
blacks carpared with clfllr wlites.

Urban Lea ue report
paints dim picture
Says civil rigl1ts votes /1av deepe11ed racial divisio11s
By John E. Peterson
Speclal to the Hilltop
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A prolonged recession will devastate
low-income blac k workers and threaten
1he existence of a black middl e c lass, the
NationalUrbanLcaguc \varncdTuesday
in its 16th annual report on the slate of
black America .
The report urged blacks to vigorously
lobby Congress to reintroduce and pa<;.oi;
the civil rights bill vetoed by President
Bush last year and renewed its cal l for a11
urban Marshall ~Ian to rebuild
America's decaying cities .
''The nation is just entering a period

of economic s lO\\'dO\vn, but AfricanA1ncricans have been in a permanent
reccssio11 ,''s aid League President John
Jacob.
·· we had double-digit unemployment rates throughout the supposedly
good times of the 1980s, and past
experience shows that in a nationwide
recession the racial gap in employment
bccon1es \vidcr and more severe, "
Jacob said at a news conference .
··Rosy stories about the growing
Africa11-American middle class miss
the essential point - far more black
fan1i lies than whit_c ones arc middle
class o nly because they depend on

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'-~--=-'-~.J---
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t\vp or more \\'age earners.'' he said
adding, "'they are just 'one sickness o
one layoff away from poverty."
Jacob and a number of distinguishe
black scholars who contributed to th
report called passage of the fair em
ployment practices and affirmative ac
tion guidelines in the Civil Rights Act o
1991 ·'an absolute necessity'' for blac
economic progress.
Terming ''quotas a phony issue,'
Jacob chided President Bush for label
ing the Civil Rights Act ''a quota bill'
when he vetoed it last year.
''No one is for quotas,'' Jacob said
''The Civil Rights Act was-·and is
a measure to restore essential protection
against job discrimination . It was- an
is - a measure to revoke the Suprem
Court decisions that have led to renewe
discrimination.''
Jacob said Bush ''has to decide if h

see URBAN page 7
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The Howard University Student As·
sociation (HUSA) submitted a prclimi.nary report to President Franklyn Jenifer
last Tuesday, January 15 in response to
the controversial commission report
issued to the president last semester.
The HUSA report addressed two of
the main issues in the commission report
by revising the mission statement and
recommending a new method of measuring prospective students' academic
potential other than the SAT.
''We analyzed the entire mission
which is about five pages long,'' April
Silvers, HUSA president, said. ''The
revised mission slalement will hold the
university responsible for uplifting the
African-American community in more
ways than being strictly a research
institution.''
Silvers also said the new method of
measuring students' potential greatly
contrasts the commission's suggested
l 000 SAT score for admission. However, she would not give any details,
·· we arc suggesting to totally revise
the way to measure potential, After,
speaking with President Jenifer, we feel
he is agai nst the 1000 SAT recommendation, because the test is culturally
biased. Therefore there is no longer an
argument on that point," Silvers
said."Yet we want to give an alterna-

see HUSA page 6

National rankings
may be root of
Howard's 'money i:lf!e'
By Kevin Chappell
•

Hiiitop Slaff Reporter

Not knowing if or when the federal government will pull the purse
strings on the almost $200 million in
aid it gives
Howard
each year,
university
President
Franklyn
Jenifer
said be
plans to
use the
..

1

•

comm1s-

Franklyn Janifer

sion report-- -

J..:...

~

-

-

to help determine what areas of study
Howard can tum into moneymakers.
"I will use thecomission report to
try to get a quantum jump in the
national rankings of two or three
areas of study,~ Jenifer said.
The preliminary commission report, which was released io November and designed to critically analyze
at Howard, said Howard presently
has no nationally-ranked programs.

see RANKINGS page
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Cosby Show

• Howard student lands role on
hit TV show
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Murder Rate
• District killings at its highest
level .
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Enrollment

Her Royal Badness

eStudy investigates decline in
enrollment rates

eHip-Hop Conference to be held al
Howard
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Co-op opportunities help
students help the selves
by Matthew Middleton
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The financial dilemmas facing historically Black colleges and universities

(HBCU's) have placed a substantial
strain on the relationship between these
i11s1itutions and the African-American

community. Government constraints
have placed these institutions in such a
fiscal bind that many are unable to meet

the needs of the African-American
communitie$ to which they have pledged

to serve:

January 18, 1990

'

UnivCrsity administrators have been
forced to invest n1uch of their time and
cnerg)'. and large portions of the institutions' revenue, into maintaining the financial stability of the institutions, thus

limiting the time and economic support
previously reserved for the AfricanAmcrjcan community.
Perhaps hardest hit by this fiscal dilemn1a are can1pus s1udcnt organizations. Their ability to effectively direct
efforts outward towl\rd the African-

American community is dependent upon
financial support from university administrators. These financial hardships
have caused many organizations to lose
credibility within the community.
Despite recent unstable universitycommunity relations, Howard University student organizations have historically been the vessels through which the
gap between the campus and commu
nity have been bridged . Studenl leader
have found these financial constraint~
to pose major obstai;lcs in their efforts tb
serve ttieAfrican-American community.
The Howard University Student N>sociation (HUSA) sought to combat the
effects of the financial strain by epi.barking on a search for \' iable soluti~n s
that would allow financial needs td be
met \1.'ithout compromising the q l1ity
of service to the community.
cir
search for opportunities th at w uld
permit economic growth and dcv~lop
mcnt led them to Student Bodies, Incor-

poraled.

/

Student Bo~ies. Inc. is a char~table
organization founded in 1988 bf Mr.

'

Mark Adkins fof the purpose of generating support for all Of the 117 HBCU 's.
•
''ThC mission of Student Bodies, Inc.
is to dc~elop an a\varencss of HBCU 's
that extends nationally . By doing so we
hope to generate financial support for
tAese instilutions," said Adkins.
Adkins and his colleague at Student
Bodies. Inc. have devcioi}cd a marketing and n1crchandizing progran1 intended to enhance the national image of
Hacu ·s. Perhaps the most integral
component of their slratcgy is 1he es1ab!isl1n1ent of Student Cooperative
Economic Ocvclopmen1 Program s
(SCEDP).
Student Bodie s. Inc. hopes th at
SCEDPwill pro\•idc African-American
students with practical economic skills
essential 10 build ing a strong economic
community. Adkins plans to introduce
and develop SCEDP on the can1pus of
Howard Univcrsily with the help of
HUSA and otherca111pus orga11izations.
''Stude11ts will operate and O\vn rev-

see CO-OP, page 7

·The projected goal for 1996 is 15,000
total students

·The number of applications received
by January 14, 1990 was 1,489.

-Applications con1e in at approximately
230 per day.

·The number of applications received
by January 14, 1991 was 2,331 .

·The average number of fall freshman
applicants from the past
10 years has been 1,700.

-Difference of increase between '90'91 is 842.

By Rochelle Tillery
Hilttop Staff Reporter

For many universities. entrance a
plicatio ns have been slow ly dccrcasi g.
However. Howard is de fying that tre d
by cn1phasizing their recruiting tc hn1qucs.
Fo r the past two n1onths. Steve A.
Favors. Vice President for Student \f.
fairs. has been meeting with the uni crsity recruitment and adn1ission offi~ials
in hopes of improving both departm nts.

•Statistics pro1'i(l£•(f by Dr: S1e1•e11 A.
Favors. 1•ice preside11t for Stude11t
A/fairs. a11ll £111111elt R. Griffi11,
direc101· of Atl111issio11s. -

''By 1996, \\'e hope to increase the
tolal university enrollment to about
15.000 students. Currently we stand al
t1bou t 12.000 studenls," Favors said .
Chester A. Wilson, director-undergradu ate studenl recruitment. said three
ne\v strategic s have been initiated.
'' We need the student body'ssupport
most o f all. If all students invest time in
recruitment, then eni-ollment might increase. If enrollment increases. then ii
should help lowe r operating cost and
moderate tu ii ion increases.'' Wilson said.
Wilson \vants all studen ls lo \'Olun-

teer b)' \\'orki ng in the recruitment office. writing follow-up letters to appli·
cants and typing labels for information
requested by prospected students.
'' We 'd also like Howard students to
make phone calls in the evening to encourage students to attend, and to answer
a ny of their questions," Wil son said.
··Anyone interested should contact me.''
En1mett Griffin. director of ad missions. ·sa id if students volunlcer, then
the acceptance or rejection letter to

see RANKINGS, page 7

Broke library equipment
causes cade111ic distress
'

By Tyya Turner

Students find themselves spending less time In line to get validated

•

Photo by Edgar Bastien

Registration kifks off
•

By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Reporter

At the clos~ of the fall semester,
several students were surprised to receive
registration appointment cards from the
Office of the Bursar.
'' I assume.d that the card was to register for classes, but I had already done
that:' said fre shman business major
Leslie Hale. ''I didn't realize the appointment was for validation until l got
back.··
The appoinlments were' a part of the
1new validatioil procedure.

'

Dr. Lawrence Johnson. chairm<ln of
tn ·ordcr to alleviate long line s and
the marketing dcp11-nn1ent in the School shorten the amount of tin1c spe nt during
of Business, was given thc ltask of de- 1he validation process. a system w:ts
velopin&and in1plen1cntin~ a new reg- created so that all students could be
istration system soon after Dr. Franklyn valid ated over a six day period. The
G. Jenife r became president of the Cini- university had approxim<ltc Iy 9,000 stuversity. According to John~on. the new dents to register at the beginning of the
procedure is the result of Jenf fer's pledge . semester. l "his cal led for the university
to make the rcgistr;ltion process n1orc to register 1.500 stude11lS a day. 250
effici e nt .
/
students an hour. according to Johnson.
''This could not be done without
Validated certi fi cates o f registration
strong support from the Prksident's of. were n1ailed before the winter break to
ficc. Dr. Jenifer deserves !he credit for the local addresses of the other 3,000
identifying the problem and pledging students who had suffi c ient funds in
the resources to correct it,•· Johnson
said.
see REGISTRATION , page 7

Hilltop Staff Reporter
Included on the list of co
plaints iterated by Howard
University students is the e uipment in the libraries. Stude ts
said they have had proble s with
a variety of broken library
equipmc·nt.
''I've be n here
for four years and I've fo d that
lhe Xerox machines arc u ually
.broken," said senior Engl sh major
Cassandra Robinson .
''That makes it hard cause
sometin1cs you need ten r niore
pages photocopied and i 's a book
that you can't check out so you
can't copy it somcwher else,"
said Robinson.
According to Dr.
n K.
Randall, director of un versity
library services, the co y machines are serviced un er contract
with a local company, Digital
Access Control in Ma assas. Va.,

and are kept in the best possible
When this happens, it is usually beshape. ''Someone comes out to
cause the film inside the machine
check on th'em almost everyday,''
has fallen and needs to be rewound.
Randall said.
Presently, there are p~ans to reRandall added that sometimes the
,.. place these and the other ROMs loequipment does break down, but it is
cated throughout the library with a
mostly due to wear and tear from
new system of computer terminals
frequent use.
that will contain the information on
This is the case with the Read
books. They are being replaced
Only Microfilm machines, commonly
because the rolls of film have become
known as ROMs . The ROMs are
too large as new books have been
those which contain the list of books
purchased.
in the u11iversity stacks .
Another reason for switching to
There are currently 12 of these " computer terminals, which Randall
machines located in the main level of
hopes to have in place by the start of
the Undergraduate Library . Of these
the summer session, is because it
12, two can't be used because they
costs around $70,000 to update the
have been turned towards the wall,
film used in the ROMs. She estitwo cannot be read because of a broken
mated that the cost of fif1y new terfocusing knob and two remain blank
minals should be approxin1ately
when turned on. One additional
$100,000and thal they won'tcost as
machine docs not work, and it is the
much to update.
only one bearing an out·of-ordersign
Although there seems lo be more
posted on it.
problems with the ROMs. students
Blank screens are the most comhave had complaints about other
mon pro blem fo und with the ROMs.

see LIBRARY, page 7

WELCOME
BACK!

'·

HOWARD
COLLEGE
AWARDED
AIDS

•

UNIVERSTY
OF MEDICINE
$3-MIL FOR
RESEARCH

•
The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services ' Secretary,
Louis W. Sullivan, M.D. , has
announced the award of three
AIDS Minority "Infrastructure
Grant Awards to be funded by the
N,ational Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. Awardees
include : Howard University, the
Universtiy of Hawaii and the
University .of Puerto Rico.
Dr. Wayne L. Greaves, associate
professor of Medicine and formerl y
Chief of the Infectious Diseases
Division at Howard Universtiy
Hospital, is the project director for
the grant.
The focus of the money will be
the development of lhe necessary
infrastructure al Howard University
to conduct AIDS cinical trials and
experimental therapies for treating
AIDS patients. In the trials\ that
have been reported thus far, few

•

1

•

•

hav~

min;ri lies
been inJ luded in
~he st~dy populations oj as cl inical
1nvest1gators.
Howard University is the only
Black institution funde d under this

I

NIH initiative.

For further information, please
contact Ms. Shirle y Boncheff,
Director of Programs at (202) 7855144. or write to the Transcendental
Meditation Program. 1335 22nd
Street, N. W. Washington, D.C.,
20037.

MEDITATION LECTURES
ATTEMPT TO Al r

STRESS

REDUCTION
'

The Transcendenta/ Meditation
Program (TM), a non-profit
educational organizatilon, would
like to invite all persohs interested
in TM and its bcnefitJ lo the mind
'
and body to at1end a free introductory lec ture.
J

'

The lrave\ling lecthre series
en~itled, ''Crf ating H~alth : . Success
Wi thout StrCiSs. a PreSentat1on on
the Transcerlcte ntal Meditation
'
Technique," ~ will be at the Cap ital
Highlands Library onl Tue., Jan . 23
at 7:30 p.m. for the fihai lecture.
The library is localed al 115
Atlantic Street, S. W. Washington,
D.C.

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER TEACHES WEIGHT
LOSS AND M·AINTAINANCE
The Howard University Student
Health Center, Department of
~leallh Education would like lo
invite all interested students to
attend the free '' Weight No More ''
program.
The program is designed as both
a nutrition education and weight
loss, weight maintenance program
and is designed for both male and
female students.
Sessions are held on Monda)'S at
3 p.m. and Thursdays at 10 a.m. at
the Student Health Center Annex
Classroom . Classes for !he spring

•

semester will begin o Feb. 4. For
further information c II (202) 8066927.

THE HU WOM N S CLUB

WANTS

out

The Ho\vard Uni crsity
Wo men 's Club. founded in 1925 is
recruiting new members. The club
is open to Howard nivcrsity
g raduates and tho who have
attdnded the univcr ity for at least
lhretscmesters but lc ll in good
sta11ding.

•

Campus section will hold a
\
meeting for all those
interested in reporting.
'

DATE

I

Thursday, January 24
"

The Won1en 's Qlub would also
like to announce thb sale of tickets
to sec ''N unscnsc," a comedy, and a
buffet luncheon at ctrucci's Dinner
l'heateronSat .• F . l6atlla.n1.
All persons intere ed in cilher the
Women's Club or he buffet
luncheon arc cnco raged to call Ms.
Margo Kelly. Vic -President. at

TIME:
6 p.m.
*PLACE:
The Hilltop

(30 t) 587-4t90.

•subject to change.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS COMMITEE

•

•

would like to announce

IT"S H.U.S.A ELECTION TIME AGAIN !!!
1

•

'I

;

The new executive officers of the Howard University
Student Association have yet to be named.
•

Petitions for the positions of:

•

.

•

•

H.UJ.S.A. Pres1 dent and V1 ·e-Pres1 dent
'

Graduate Trustee

.

.

I

'.••

J.

•

will be availeble from January 1ath t
hours 1Oam and -3pm, COMPLETED PE
BY THE ELEctTIONS COMMITTEE NO
JANUARY 3 th IN BLACKBURN RM

•

ru January 30th between ·the .
ITIONS MUST BE RECEIVED
ATER THAN 3PM ON
1 16.

I

•

,

•

•

•

•

IHE L

w

p

A

A NT E D

Volunteers re always
needed !!!! ou can
fill out an application
in Room ·1 16
Blackburn Center ·
during our office
hours. PREREQUISITE:

TENTION

'

1

WITH ELECTIONS SCHE ULED
FOR
FEBRUARY
28
..
1990
.
STUDENT
COUNCILS A .E ADVISED TO' BEGIN THEIR
.
ELECTORAL PROCESS. ONT ACT US WITH THE NAME OF
VOUR ELECTIONS COMMITTEE CONTACT PERSON.

1

~

.

1

•

•

ELECTION COlllllT~ "£POSITIONS A VA/LADLE
1

POSITIONS A VA/LA t.E:

MUST BE WILLING
TO WORK!!

L06. ST/CS DIRECTOR
.

SEC. · ~TARI'

CONTACT YOLANDA JONES AT 806 - 5932 10-6 .
•
•

-

I

,

'

- .. . - . .

•
I
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FOR GOD 0

Di'Qided We Fall

,

)

) (,

•

Like a shot in the dark, tl1e United States initiated a
surJ,rise air-raid on Iraq, tl1us hurling our nati on into
the depths of war. Diplon1acy has been defined by
many as the conducting ot· relations between nations.
·. By comparison with Eur(1p,ean nations, the United
States has been unsuccessful in the conducting of
objective relations with n;1tions of non-white peoples.
As a result, the US di1llomatic and international
polices of racism are bec1}ming evident to the entire
international community.
Apparently, the natio11 ·s leader has had qonsiderable success negotiating \\'ith the member nations of
the European Economic <.. 'llmmu-i1ity. Showing flexibility while negotiating a11 arms-reduction agreement
with the USSR and 1'tpresen tatives from Europe in
Paris last year. h~ was ;1ble to reach ~.ccessful
agreement through peacefl1l means.
It appears that our co111111ander-in-chief fCels na-

tions like Panama, Grenada and Iraq are not deserving of
the time and effort of negotiations. American foreignpolicy has gone unc anged. This country is still using
violence to deal with the world's ICss-developed nations.
Throughout the ent· e conflict, the US has issued ultimatum after ultima m and has not pursued objective
negotiations.
It is obv-ious that ar was inevitable. We must do all
that we can to ensur a peaceful settlement to this cri6is.
Joining forces with rotesters at national protests like
the ones on Jan. 19 a~d 26could be one way of doing so.
As we take part in thF upcoming protests, we should be
mindful of our pufl?Ose for protesting. All anti-war
movements, black arid white, have a common interestpeace. We should npt adopt a policy of racism to deal
with Bush's internatif nal policy of racisn1. By alienating
other protestorson the bases of their race we are dividing
the movement. And divided \ve fall.

•

Respect or Dr.
Over the past two year~ . .historians and Afroce ntric
scholars alike have witnL·ssed the destruction of the
image of one of America· .., greatest leaders, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
.'
First, there wa~ Dr. Ki11g's friend and partner in the
battle for civil rights, the late Rev. Ralph Abernathy.
Abernathy wrote and puJ,lished a book in which he
alleged that Dr. King fr eque ntly engaged in extramarital affairs. The m1111 i1)ulative national media, alwaysseeking opportunities lo print flashy stories, helped
Abernathy to sell his book by highlighting Dr. King 's
alleged infidelity. The reasons'why Abernathy woula
'
include such damaging i11formation
about Dr.Jfing in
his book are part e4onomic and part mystery. Sadly, his
disregard for Kingls place in history, as well as his own
personal drive to standou1 in history, severely scared
the image of ''the ~rum·n1 ajor for justice.''
Second in line lto throw paint on the image of Dr.
King was the national med i:1. After a group of researchers in California uncovered evidence which many said
proved Dr. King was gu ilty of plagiarism, th' media
headlined the stofy. Iro11ically, the media was also
partially responsible for the image presented of Dr.
King as having a ' god-like' appearance. Their cove rage
of the civil rights roven1 ent placed Dr. King upon a
Jedestal by crediting him with spear-heading most of
the successes experi1enced <luring that era. Consequently, it was quite easy for the 1nedia to topple the puppetmonarch of our mi?ds the y had created by distorting the
relevance of Dr. ~ng's presence during the civil rights
~

(

'
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movement. Undoubt dly Dr. King was extremely influential in catal)'Zing th movement, but the true backbone
' masses of people who worked
of the movement waslthe
with him.
President George ush, our nation's ete'bted leader
and the third culprit i Dr. King's defan1ation, has also
shown a disregard forfthe memory of Dr. King . Apparently, the United Nat·ons' choice of Jan.15, Dr. King 's
birtl1day, as being th deadline for an Iraqi withdrawal
was initiated by the nited States. This day is the only
day in this nation's hi~~ory which recognizes the birth of
a black person as a fe~Eral holiday. For the remainder of
history, the birthday f the man who died for peace will
be associated with th tragedies of war.
It is saddening th t the most ardent abusers of Dr.
King's mem ory are lack youth. A member of the
Hilltop staff was a proached by a fifth-grader and
asked, "What do Dr. Martin Luther King and Freddy
Kruger have in com n'!''
Baffled, the .sta member questioned, ''What ?''
"They both had a ream," the youth replied.
Evidently, respect for Dr. King is being lost by all.
As enlightened in ividuals we should look past the
negative imagery that he media has projected about Dr.
King. The fact that h was possibly a womanizer or a
plagiarist should not c ange our perceptions of him. We
should not be concern d with how perfect an individual
he was but with the und ying commitment he had to
''peace through justic . '' In our eyes he will always be a
king.

may have been. in so e ways, the worse thing ever to
happen to the black c mmunity.
Race-based schpl Tships are one of the major tenants
of integration. Many four nation's most capable black
scholars are attending white universities on them. Many
of these scholars ceive educations which are
Eurocehtric to the c re and, thus, develop a whitewashed mentality . M ny have little, if any, commitment
to uplifting the black 1nation.
Forced to retract ~is ruling, Williams noted that he
meant no harm by it. jAccording to some sources in the
· Education Departme~t, he merely wanted to improve the
retention and graduation rates of black students. Also.
Williams explained !that "'.it~in his pla~ need-based
scholarships would nbt be l1m1ted or restricted.
The argument was dismissed as an attempt by the
Bush administration to save face . The ruling appeared to
be a sign that the Bus~ administration had abandoned the
nation ' s con1mitment to civil rights. This is understandable considering the fact that the president vetoed the
Civil Rights bill only months earlier. However, the
argument WilliamsJadvanced possessed some truth .
The retention and gr duation rates of black students al
white universitieS are in fact atrocious.
Furthermore, ''non-minority'' students, some of whom
are not economically !disadvantaged , are given scholarships on the bases of iace at most black colleges. Plenty
of this money could be liberated at HBCUs and used for
students with severe financial hardships.
Ways to rectify t~is problem have not been fully
investigated. It app~ars that reactionary thought has
impeded our progress again. We must put an end to it and
become revolutionary in thought. Considering the state
of black Americans in higher education with the existence of the current scholarship program, more than just
the politics behind the ruling deserve examination. We
simply can not afford to continue to get ''riled up'' and
provoked into action without first giving full thought to
the conflicts we face .

FOR PEACE 0
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Letters to the Editor

•

Based Solely on Race
Integration and Black Nationalism have been the
two predominate black political th~ories for the past 60
years. The .effects of th e recent ruling by the United
States Education Depart1 nent, which called for the
banning of race-based scholarships, could have been
beneficial to those who adhere to both theories.
Michel L. Williams, tl1e assistant secretarx for civ•1
rights and the man who made the ruling, was blasted by
white universities after initiating the proposition. Predominantly white ihstitutions argued that they had ''a
commitment to African An1erican scho.Iarship'' and the
Education Department's ruling inhibited them from
honoqing that commitme nt.
Moreov~r, Williams was put under sc r.utiny by
members of the black cor11munity who, by some sta ndards, ·adhered to integr:1tion for threatening ''much
needed '' Affirmative Actil1 n Programs. They argued
that Williams' applicatio11 of the 1978 Supreme Cou rt
ruling in the case Regents (Jf tl1e University ofCalifornia
v. Bakke , the case from which conservatives have
derived the questionable theory of reverse-discrimination, to race-based scholarships was unjust. Many felt
that it would jeopardize tl1e education of those ' minority ' students who could not afford one without them as
well as the future of affir111ative action.
Considering the fact that Williams is a black man,
the ruling was questional>le. However, it is true that'the
white establishment has used opportunistic black people
to do their dirty work throughout the history of America.
The whole matter is ind eed questionable. Unfortunately, it was not questioned by adher91ts of either
political theory.
The net result of the civil rights movement, many
have concluded, was the extensive economic integration of the black dollar into mainstream America. Many
black husinesses suffered extensive financial loses,
since their sole customers had fled to white businesses,
and were driven out of business by revamped white
competition. Most contemporary nationalists and
Afrocentric scholars have concluded that· integration

(

The facts on tlte
Children's Tlieatre

6-18) arc supervised from early morn·

Dear Edi1or.
1am compelled to \\'rite this letter to

correct the distortions of the trttth expressed b)' Dr. Jeff Donaldson in your
recent article (Dec. 7) on the HowarLI
Uni\•crsity Childrcn·s Theatre.
First of all. I sec Dr. Donaldson ·s
quoted remarks as bei11g inflammatOr)'.
irresponsible and unfounded. Since he
is considered a scholar and a chief administrative official, I suggest he thoroughly research a topic prior to making
public statements about a progran1 that
he obviously knows little about. A fe\\'
facts, hopeful I)'. wi II correct an)' misun derstandings your readers n1ay ha, e
gotten .
1

Fact 1: According to the University.
HUCT is not pern1ittcd to pro,•id c
scholarships to anyone. The Cont inc11tal
Society, indi\ idual parents. staff men1bers and just last \vcek. the Ho\\ ard
University Support Se I'\· ice Organization
have all made scholarships available to
needy you ngsters.
1

1

Fact 2: The University provides space
and summer stipe nd for the Director
(llUCT ope rates y.ea r-rot1nd). No other
funds have been reque sted or granted as
of this date. The workshops operate
solely on the tuition paid by the participants.
Fact 3: The Safety OfficCr regular!~'
inspects the facility where HUCT is
housed and has made no major recommenda1ions about an y llnsafe feature s
of the building.
Fact 4 : The young participants (ages

•

HU is preparing for
cri1(le reporting bill

l

ing to afternoon by members of the
HUCT staff.~ both in the classroom and
outside the building during the lunch
hour. Further. for the past two sun1-· Dear Editor:
mcrs. a campus security officer has volI_n !he interest of accuracy and fair·
untarily stationed himself in front of Ira
Aldridge Theatre to assist in watching ness. I !hough! your readers deserved to
read a different version of some of the
over the chil dren at lunch time.
statements contained in the Nov. 9th
Fact 5: HUCT was established to and 15th articles on campus crime.
Regarding the University's preprovide train ing for young people in
theatre ar1s. The age i'equircment is 6- paredness 10 respond to requirements of
18 years. It is ope n to all regardless of the ''College Crime Reporting Bill'', staff
race. color . .national and et hnic origin, and procedures have been in place for al
sex. religio n. handicap or ccono1nic least a year 10--meet those requirements.
status. During its 18 yea rs of operation Incid entally, excerpts of the crime bill
white. 11ispanic and African-An1cricari quoted in the Nov. 9th edition were
children have participated. last su~mer. grossly ou tdated.
1do not know on what grounds your
a teenage quadriplegia was enro·lled.
source (Lt. Coyal Jason)was able to say
Fact 6: HUCT's fees are lower than that '' Howard has a reputation for fixing ·
si milar progran1s in the metropolitan up the numbers." Completed Incident
area. and a more var ied program is of- Reports arc official documents and,
fered than othe rs. This fee includes therefore. subject to outside audit. Only
i:nedical attent ion at the University a dishonest fool would tamper with official data.
Health Service.
Your sOurce is also quoted as saying
that he lost his job because of comments
Fact 7: HUCT
. staff members have
pro\•ided free crea tive drama and other he made to The Hilltop. In a moment of
candor, I think he would admit that he
workshops to area public sc hools.
Is thi s the way an elite operation and hi s ass'istant were relieved of duty at
functions? I think not. I wonder if Dr. least a month prior to his going to the
Donaldson considered HUCT an elitist press. Likewi~. in reply toyoursource's
pr.ogram when hi s you ng daughter was comment that he was unaware of an
a participant. Did he fear abduction or officer rotation policy, a review o( the
an accide nt in the open stairwells of the file indicated he was formally rotated in
Jan. and Oct., 1988.
Fine Arts building?
For the record, the Crime Awareness
It is time for all HUCT detractors to
put aside whatC\'CTpetty feelings they and Campus Security Bill requires unimay have and Ictus goon wi1h providing versities to begin collecting crime stathe youth of this area with cultural en- tistics in Sept. 1991 and to make them
lighten.ment and theatrical skills that the available in Sepl. 1992.
H.UCT staff is very dedicated and caLawrence S. Dawson
pable of offering.
Director of Security
Kelsey E. Col lie

l
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Faculty and administrators arc encouraged to write and share their ideas and innovations.
Send to:· Letters to the Editor
The llllltop
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Washington, D.C. 20059
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Letters as well as commentaries must
be typed and signed, complete with full
addr1o:ss and telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial
Page of the Hilltop do not necessarily reflect the opi nions of Howard University,·
its administration, The Hilltop Board or the
student body.
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The black church
.
must continue to
lead our struggles
l\.\'t:
•

Why
blacks feel
'
threatened

,

,

.

'

'

•

THE \Ab TEA)ll
Rell\/'.TQ-1 OV

C.'C ITT\.l~Y.

The state of Black An1erica can be
described by the words crisis and catastrophe. The annual ''State of Black
America'' report issued by the Urban
League is not necessary to arrive at the
irrefutable conclusion that the black
community is in trouble. The dire question black folk everywhere are asking is

Several days ago, a Philadelphia
newspaper editor suggested that Black
welfare mothers should be ''encouraged''
to stop reproducing sexually
by implanting in their arms the new,
five-year birth control device. To many
African-Americans, this was yet one
more indication that the Black community was under attack, targeted by a new,
more sophisl icated form of white rac•
ism.
In politics, the Bush administration
ignored the advice of prominent Black
Republicans such as former Secretary
of.Transportation William T. Coleman

.

Dr. Manning Marable

•

'

'
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In this present darkness in our con1munities. the black church must live up .

to its prophetic vocation of being a ··light
unto the world.'' The black church should
be al the forcfroni of the struggle to

ameliorate the black con1munity. Most
black churches arc found in communities that arc demoralized by social ills ·
that run the gamut of drug abuse.
Harry White
•
hon1clessncss and crime .
If there will ever be a beJo,1cd bl<ick
what is tl1e pa11acea that will heal the con1n1un ity, the b\;1ck church \viii pla )' <1
pain of the black con1munity.
vital role in it~ devclop1nent. The black
Some blacks have placed their faith church has been our ''help in ages past''
in political parties to uplift their com- and must continue to be our ''hope in
n1unitics. Ho,vevcr. their faith has been ageS to come." The black church must
shattered because of the apath)' of po- remain vigilant against efforts to sublitical parties to\vards blacks. Black vert its mission . The n1ission of the
people have tried C\'Cry viable alterna- black church should be to propagate a
tive to Sa\'e their communities.
gospel of love. hope , and sclf-dctern1iThroughout black history in the nation lo a con1munit}; driven by hate
United States. the church has been the and one that languishes in sorro\v and
central institufion in the black commu- despair. The black church should preach
nity. a fact which still holds true today . a gospel of social relevance that conThe black church has been a refuge in cerns itself with creating a beloved
the tin1e of storm. In the -midst of lur- con1munity ''do\vn here·· as wcll'lls :·over
n1oil a11d crisis in our communities, .the Jordan." If the black church flourishes. ·
black church has said ''earth has no the communit)' \\•ill strengthen.

'

and Secretary of Health and Human
Services Louis Sullivan by vetoing the
1990 Civil Rights Bill. The excuse given
by Bush, that the legislation made it too
difficult for employers to defend themselves against charges of racism, in effect appealed lo the white supremacist
wing of the Republican party. On this
issue, Bush stood closer to David Duke
than to the majority of Americans.
The ink on the vetoed bill was barely
dry before the next racial controversy,
the new policy which would deny Federal funds to colleges which awarded
scholarships to minority students on the
basis of race. &Jack and Latino educators pointed out that colleges had allocated special scholarships for decades
to athletes and others with special skills.
Near! y all scholarships for minority students were not based narrowly on race,
but on economic need as well as other
important criteria. The sharp reaction
against this new policy forced Bus,h into
a quick turnabout, declaring that scholarships specifically for racial minorities
coukd be drawn from private funds. But
in effect, the entire episode implied that
Blacks, Hispanics and other people of
color should be excluded from higher
education.
For African-Americans, these two
incidents seemed to symbolize the end
of an entire historical period, the Civil
Rights Movement for democracy in
America. For many years, a sense of
optimism and hope pervaded Black
politics. The movement from racial
segregation to full participation within
the American mainstream was taken for
granted. Now, all the evidence points to
a deterioration in the economic and social status of Blacks in American life,
and the Bush administration set ms willing to push minorities over the abyss.
For example, in terms of health care,
an alarming gap has been created between African-Americans 3.nd whites.
According to the National Center for
Health Statistics, the life expectancy for
Black men has fallen to 64.9 years,
below retirement age. MillionsofBlack
women aren't receiving adequate prenatal care, and infant mortality rates are
not surprisingly twice the rate for Blacks
than whites. Another recent health study
found that Blacks, who represent only
13 percent of the total U.S. population,
now account for 80 percent of all premalure deaths-that is, deaths of individuals between the ages of 15 to 44 yearsbecause of abnormally high rates of
pneu onia, asthma, bladder infections,
and ther diseases. Blacks, Hispanics
an ow income people die sooner than
upper class whites, because 1hey have
no access to regular health care services
and because many have no health insurance.
Economically, the same picture of
inequality emerges. The,recenl failure
of Harlem 's Freedom National Bank,
one of the largest minority-owned financial institutions in the country, revealed that the government ~as unwilling to bail out economically distressed
institutions when they held Blacks'
funds. As the recession deepens, the
jobless rates in the Black community
have soared, while the Bush administration does nothing.
In m.Y opinion, what all these ele·
ments have in co~mon is the phony
concept of ''reverse racism''. th al Blacks
have been given too much over the years.
The only way to reverse these trends is
to rebuild the Black protest movement,
to challenge the system which perpetuates inequality.

sorrow that heaven cannot heal.''

.
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Security's new campus crime prevent-i on plan
On behalf of the Howard University
Security' Division Crime Preventio~
Unit I would lilee to welcome back all of
the s~udents, fa~ulty, administrators and
support staff, that make up the Ho\vard
University Community. As the ne,vly

William Brown
appointed Crime Prevention Officer. I
have put diligent time and effort into
developing an effective crin1e prevention prpgram forourcomn1unity . Under
my new crime prevention strategy, my,
most important objective is information
dissemination.
In order to have an effective crime
prevention program implemented on
campus, the Crime Prevention Unit \viii
utilize multi-media presentations to do
'11e following: 1) inform the campus of

the occurrence of various crin1es in our
con1munity; 2) inforn1 the can1pus of
security and con1munity actions taken
to counter these criminal acts by high ·
lighting examples of officer and co111·
munity members' productivity in tl1e
apprehension of criminals; and 3) inform the can1pus con1munity througl1
various crime prevention seminars on
ho\\' to idc11tify and avoid potential cri111c
situalions and therefore n1inimize
crin1i11al opportunities in our Con1111unity .
To spread our n1essagc to all aspects
of the campus community, the Crin1c
Prevention Unit will implen1ent Ilic
following n1edia plan: 1) bi-weekly
mass mailings to all faculty. students,
staff. and adn1inistrators. informing tl1en1
of the location, time and nature of all
crin1e pre\'Cntion progran1s: 2) bi·
"''eekly telemarketing campaigns to in-

forn1 all can1pus commu11il)' n1embers
of the schedule of all crime pre\'entio11
acti\•ities; 3) "''eekly highlights of all
pertinent crinte preve11tion progra111s in
our can1pus publications; 4) radio and
television programs v.•ill be scheduled
to inform the campus of the status of the
crime prevention effort; and
5) attenda11ce records " •ill be n1 t1intained for all crime prevention eve11ts to
monitor can1pus respu11se and participatio11 i11 Oltr programs
During this ne"'· sen1ester. the Cri111e
Preve11tion Unit " •ill prese111 to the university community ntany i11forn1ati\1e
programs. Some of our up a11d coming
events include the following: I) selfdefe11se classes and seminars for the
residence halls; 2) a st ude11t escort and
n1onitor progran1: 3) a securit ~, obser\'ers program; 4) faculty. stude~t. staff.
and administrator recruitn1ent for ap·

pearances in crin1e prevention videos;
5) mo11lhl y community relations meet·
i11gs with the Metropolitan Police De- .
partment. Howard U11iversity, and the
J-loward University' Community;
and 6)
'
property identification for university
comn1unity members
To unify the campus community in
our \var on cri111e. the Crime P·re\'ention
Unit has created the Campus Watch
Coordir1aturs Organization. Sqme 6f
t!1c purpL1ses of tl1e Can1pus Watch Orga11izatio11 include the following: 1) to
prOvide a forum for the exchange of
ideas, concepts and strategies to prevent
•
or reduce crime; 2) to educate members
of the university community. via an
· effective awareness campaign. in matters relating lo crime pre\1ention; 3) to
promote crime prevention training for
fa culty. staff. students, and administrators. in conjunction with the Crime Pre-

ventio11 Office: and 4) lo make timel~·
and accurate reports of all criminal acti\1ity to Howard University Security
To join the Campus Watch. or participate in any of the crime prevention
programs, contact your Dean. Director.
Department Head. Residence Counselor
or Resident Assistant. You may also
contact the Crime Pre\'ention Unit at
(202) 806- 1087 or 806-1100,
· B;J 1tnplementing this progran1.-1he
Crime Prevention Unit \.viii clearly' define the role and rtsponsibility of crime
preVention for the e11tire campus community . In this way. the people _1hat
make up the collecti\1e Hov.•ard University community will be informed and
made fully a"''are of their personal obligation and enabled to assist in their O'-''n
protection by practicing crime pre,•ention . Together we will make a difference!
'

King plagiarized?
In the wake of the alleged discovery
of what has been referred to as ''early
plagiarism'' by the late Rev . Dr. Marti ii
Luther King, Jr., a debate has once again
emerged between his admirers and detractors. At the center of this recent
controversy is King's failure to clearly
cite passages 1aken from the doctoral
dissertation of the late Jack S. Boozer
(completed at Boston University in
1952), as well as several other works, in
his own doctoral dissertation (completed
at Boston University in 1955).
As reported in The Chronicle of
Higlier Education (Nov. 21, 1990), crit · ·
ics of King, spearheaded by Professor

Or; A. K. Bangura
John Shelton Reed of the Department of
Sociology at ·the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, have urged
Boston University to revoke King' s
doctoral degree and instead award an
honorary one for his Civil Rights ac·
complishments. Boston University's
interim president, Dr. John Westling,
however, has rejected the call by insisting that there was no substantiated evidence of plagiarism in King 's dissertation .
One of the many supporters of King,
Dale M. Heckman of Sacramento, CA.
on the other hand, argued persuasively
in a later issue of Tl1e Chro11icle of
Higl1er Educa1io11 (Dec. 19, 1990) that
the evidence so far presented on King's
alleged cheating is too skimpy to warrant a loaded term such as plagiarism.
She suggested that in the 1950s, simply
quoting the concepts of several renowned thinkers did not require mentioning their names each time . Classmates and professors already knew these
sources, and one would thererorc appear silly and pedantic to pause for an

attribution to such scholars. In addition ,
she noted that a student who real!)' i11·
tended to plagiarize in that co11text would
be better served ''lo select from writi11gs
outside offantiliar cation or wide\ y read
giants.''
The charges and counter-charges
notwithstanding, at least two funda mental epi s1emological quest ions ren1ain
unanswered : 1) How do geniuses arrive
at unheard of ideas? and 2) How do they
discover novelty in the familiar? The
Medieval aphorisni ror both kinds of
contributions to knowledge was that we
are all pygmies standing on the shoul·
de rs of giants. Originality can consist in
the clarity with which familiar but
unconnected facts are marshalled into a
simpler, intellectually satisfying unil)'.
That King ' s work does this is beyond
dispute; that he did not meticulously
cite others for their detailed outlines is
equa!IY unquestioned; that he set out lo
expound on others' ideas willy-nilly or
adopt someone 's theory in slavish detail is to strain credulity in light of the
available sources so far cited by his
critics.
But aside from the intellectual ances·
try of theology , the guiding image or
model of such a synthesis, it seems quite
immaterial who originates ideas. Ideas
become the property of humanity; they
are impersonal, timeless, without na·
tionality, and valid to the extent that
they serve the needs, and occasion the
profitable criticisms, of those who make
use of them.
The insights that stamp Ki11g·s
thought can be simply expressed: He
distinguished what theology does sa)'
from what it does not , and that its sunl
teaches us how to resolve, or at least
comprehend, profound human miseries.
Indeed, very few can make such a
claim.
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MANY
DIED
SO YOLJ COULD

I'M DYING
TO GO TO
MAC DONALDS
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MA'ITTIN LUnlER KING JR
'J'ANIJA'RY 15, 1'127
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War in the ersian Gulf - Open Letters
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New World Order we 11ow see: this long
f erry waits thousands of miles from
dreamed-of vision we've all worked thfi White House, yel we share the same
toward for so long.
thoughts , We 'd esperately want peace .
Open Letter to College Studerits
! A year after the joyous dawn of Bu1t we know that to rewa.rd aggression
freedom 's light in Eastern Europe, a would be to end the promise of our New .
January 9. 1991
Dear Mr. President,
dark evil has descended in another part World Order. To reward aggression
it appears that we have entered the
If armed men invaded a home in this of the world. But we have the chance- would be to destroy the United Nations '
final days for a possible ''diplomatic
country. killed those in their way. stole and we have the obligation-to stop promise as international peacekeeper.
solution'' to the present crisis in the
\\•hat they \Vanted and then announced ruthless aggressio n.
To reward aggression would be to con- Persian Gulf. In this I Ith hour, we feel
the house \vas no\v theirs-no one \vould
I have been in war. I have known the done the acts of those who would des1hal it has become absolutely imperaterror
of
combat.
And
I
tell
you
this
with
hesitate about what ml1st be done.
ecrate the promise of human life itself. tive that you, your advisors, and the
And th at is \vhy \Ve cannot hesi tate all m)' heart: I don't want there to be war
And we will do none of this. There An1crican public in general, know the
about what n1ust be done half,vay around ever again'. I am determined to do ab- are times in life when we confront valtrue feelings of the overwhelming masolutely
everything
possible
in
the
search
1l1e world: in Kuwai t.
ues worth fighting for. This is one such . jority of native-born and immigrant
There is much in the n1odern world for a peaceful resolution to this crisis- ti. I e.
Muslims in America. It should be noted
1!1at is subject to doubts or questions- . but only if the peace is genuine, if it rests
Each day that passes means another that I am a native born Muslim whose
,vashed i11 shades of gray. But 1101 the on principle, not appeasement.
da, for Iraq's forces to dig deeper into roots in American soil go back many
Bl1t while we search for the answer, th~ir stolen land. Another day Saddan1
brutal aggress io11 of Sadd<1n1 Hussein
generations. Quite poss ibly, even bein the Gulf young n1en and won1en are Hllssein can work toward building his
;1gainst a peacefu l. sovere ig11 11atio11 and
fore the Mayflower. The following
putti11g
thei
r
ow
n
lives
on
hold
iri
order
i1s people. It 's black and \vhite. The
nJclear arsenal and perfecting hi s represents a brief summary of our colf11cts are clear. The choice unan1big-.i- to stand for peace in 04r world and for chemical and biological weapons ca- lective concerns:
the esse11tial value of human life itself. .., pability. Another day of international
ous.
1. We arc deeply concerned over
Ma11y are you11ger than my own children. outlaws, instead of international law .
Right \ 'S. \vrong.
\Vhat appears to be a U.S. proclivity
The terror Saddam Hussein has im- Your age, n1ost of them . Doing tough
I ask you to think about theeconon1ic lo\vard th e use of military force in the
posed upon Ku,vai t violates ever)' prin- duty for son1ething they believe in .
devastation that Saddam Hussein would region.
Let me tell you about one of the continue to wreak on the wortd ·s
ciple of human decency . Listen to what
2.Wc are deeply conce rned over the
AmneSI)' Internati onal has documented. soldiers over there, S.F.C. Tert)' Hatfield, e~erging democracies if he were in
possibi lity of any long-term U.S. and
·· Widespread abuses of human rights a )'Oung man from Georgia. He sent me c~ntrol of one-fifth of the world 's oi l
alliad NATO-type presence in the region .
have been perpetrated b)' Iraqi a Christn1as card. And this is what he reserves. And 10 reflect on the terrible
3. We are deepl y concerned that U.S.,
forces ... arbi trar)' arrest and dete11tio11 wrote.
threat that Saddam Hussein armed wilh Soviet and o ther Western power in'' Mr. President. I just wanted you to Jeapons of mass destruction already
'''ithout trial of thousands ... \vi despread
tr igues may not be for reasons stated,
lorture ... in1position o f the death penal!)' kno\v n1y soldie rs and I are ready to d~ p ses to human life and to the future of
bu t rather, at the very core, represent a
a11d the extrajudicia\ executiori of hun - 'whatever missio11 ) ' OU decide . Freedom a I nations.
futile attempt to c ircu mve nt the ine\' idreds of unarmed civ ili ans. includ i11g ·~s we know and e11joy has been taken
Together, as an America. united , table re-emergence o f Islam as a major
away fron1 another country and must be against these horrors, we can, with our
cl1 ildren . ··
force in global affairs.
Including c hildren. There's no hor- 'restored . Although WC arC Separated C?alition partners, assure that t.his agMr. President, history has shoY.'n,
ror that could n1akc this a more obvious from f;1n1ily, friend s, loved o nes, we g~ession is stopped and the principle s on
especially over the last 10 years, th al the ·
conflict of good vs. evil. The man who will do what must be done ... We stand ~hich thi s nation and the rest of the
U.S .. Soviet Un ion, and their respective
used che mical warfare o n his O\\'n ready and waiting. God bless you and civilized world are founded arc prcall ies, are no fri ends and protectors of
people-once again including chil- the U.S.A.""
sbrved.
Muslim lands and Peoples. As I'm s ure
dre n- now O';(er~cas public hangings of
Terry understands the mo ral ob ligaAnd so let us remember and support
~· ou arc \\'ell aware, as recent as May of
dissenters. A 11d daily his troops comn1i1 tion that has compel led our extraordinary
erry Hatfield, all our fin e servicemen
last year, your vice president gave a
<tt rocitics against Ku,v aiti citizens .
niulti-national coa lition to make this a d women, as they stand ready on the
spcet h at the Annapolis Naval Acadt
This brutalit}' has rcvcrbcrati.'d s1and 1n the Gulf. To look thi s interna- f ontier of freedom , willing to do their
cmy wherein he equated Islam wit
1l1roughout the entire \\'Orld. If \\'e do tional 1crrorist in the eye ·and say: no duty and do it well . The}' deserve our
co mn1unism nazism, and warne
not follo"' the dictates of our inner moral concessions . To proclaim_for now and chmplete and enlhusiasticsupport-and
graduating cadets lo remain eve r ''vigi
co n1pass and stand up for hun1an life. for th e fut ure : no compromises. To bear lasting gratitude .
lan1:· The tone of Mr. Quayle's Spece
tl1c n his lawlessness \Viii threaten the witness by our presence to the fact that
is rcnective of what has bee n the consisL.
peace and democracy of the cn1crging aggression wil l not be re~arded .
President George Bush

From Pres Bush

,

'

To Pres Bush

tant tone of U.S. foreign ,policyvis-a-vis
the Musli.Jll world.
Despite the obvious, self-serving
nature of Saddam Hussein 's attempts to
link Israel 's brutal occupalion and subjugation of historic Palestine and its
peoples, with his own illegal occupation
and annexation of Kuwait, there remains
an undeniable, legitimate linkage nev-·
ertheless. For this reason Saddam has
been able to galvanize considerble
support with his overtures, both within
and outside the Muslim world. Unfortunately, U.S. Mideast p~ over the
past 42 ye~rs has been a primary component in the systematic barbarism perpetuated against an innocent and de fenseless people, in what today has become known throughout the world as
''occupied Palestine.'' This is an issue
thal must be addressed if U.S. foreign
policy is to have any credibility in the
fulure .
There now appears to be a broad
consensus of opinion that should war
breakout in the Gulf, there is a potential
for a level of carnage that would be
withoul precedent. While lhis, no doubt,
would entail significant loss of life on
both sides, lhe greatest number of casualties will be borne by innocent noncombatants (men, women and children)
trapped by the mere circumstance of
being native to a region engulfed by
'
senseless war. Such unwarranted human
dcvestation should be unthinkable in a
so-ca lled civilized world .
Mr. President, despite any a11d all
public perceptions to the contrary, it
shoul d be noted that the vast majority of
Muslim-American citizens do not support the deployment of foreign military
forces in the region.<1_do not pretend to
be the spokesma n . for all Muslims in
America, as ours is no monolithic community with any one individual capable
of representing the viewpoint of all, on

•

any single issue. On the other ha~d. if
independent polls taken around the
country are accurale, J do speak for 8090 perccnt of the native Muslim-American leaders who have articulated their
support for the deployment of nonMuslim forces in the Persian Gulf, speak
only for themselves and a small band of
supporters.
Fi~ally, sir, it would be incorrect lo

interpret this open ietter as support for
Saddam Hussein . After all, Saddam is
an Arab/Soviel/U .S. creation, who under no circumstances can legitimately
represent lhe aspirations of Muslim and
non-Muslim freedom-loving people
anywhere in the world. No Mr. President,
there are a great many Muslims in the
U.S. and abroad who could care less
about the fate of Saddam Hussein, or,
for that matter, any of the othei oppressive regimes in the region (including America 's own ''moderate" allies).
Our primary conc.crn, Mr. President, is
the welfare and security of the Muslim
lands.

•

Jn conclusion , there is a long-standing Islamic tradition that in the course of
corresponding with a leader of your
stature, the invitation 1oacceptAJ-lslam
should be extended. At this time I will
humbly observe this tradition, with the
assurance that peace is on him who
accepts true guidaiice.

'

May God bless you and your advisors to
make the right decision, the human de::
cision; one that would be in the longterm interests of global peace andstabil- .
ity .
•

'
By El-Ha..ij Mauri' Saalakhan
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MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE
GRADUATE SlUDIES IN
BIOOHEMISTRY AND lllLECULAR BIOLOGY

•

•

•

1991 Homecoming Positions
Applications ;:i re availabl 8 for

-

Homecoming Steering
Committee Chair erson
and

•

At t'.eharry Medical Col ,ege, graduate programs are available in Biochemistry
and Molecul ar Siology eading to the Ph.D. degree. Opportunities
exist for research in
•

molecular biology-molecular genetics

-

membrane biop ysics

•

'

,~

transmembrane signalling, extracellular matrix and growth
factor researf h

•

enzymology ai ld structure-function relationships in macromolecules

•

cellular and metabolic regulation

•

cell biology of cell-cell and cell-substratum interactions
•

Homecoming Tr asurer
•

i I ie Offi r~e of S tudent rctfvities

•

molecular vi ology

Tuition support is pr vided for all qualified students, in ~ddition
to a an annual stipen of up to $11,000.
..
· a h"is t or1ca
· lly black institution.
Meharry Medical Colle e is
For further inf rmation complete and mail form to:

Roon1 1·17 BlackbL1r11 Unive risity Center

Ifeanyi · ~.

January 31, 1991

Arin e, Ph.D.

Chai man
Dept. of Bioche
Meharry Medical
Nashville, TN
tel: (615) 327-

Deac;!line fc>r co1111)letecf applications:

'

I

•

istry
College
720B
345

--------------------- ------------- ------------------- ---------------------MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE
Fellowships For Graduate Studies In
iochemistry And Molecular Biology

I
•

•

PLEASE PRINT

Applicants must be currently enrolled full-time and have at
least a 2.5 cumulative grade point average; other criteria
For more
and qualifications available with 4pplication.
information call Ms. Watkins, at 806-1000.

•

.'

'
I am interested in g aduate study beginning _ _ _ _ Fall / Spring ____._ __
•

p .D.
M.S.
to pursue
1 received (expect t rKeive ) the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ degree in _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please send me ap lication materials .

'
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•

•
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~ankings .
continued from page 1

The report. however, stresses the importance of national rankings, saying,
''External comparisons such as national
rankings provide a reality check and, as
such.

are an important indicator of pro-

gram or institutional effectiveness:·
Jenifer' said by developing a nationally-ranked program, Howard can re-

ceive grant and contract money on the
basis of the quality of the

u~iversity 's

programs.

''This money \Von ' t be ·guilt money ',
it will be money that we've earned be-

cause \Ve can produce quality students
in return,·· Jenifer said, explaining that
'guilt money' is money the university

presently receives because philanthropists feel guilty and give money to the
university .
Jenifer hopes that International Affairs 'viii be an area Howard can take a
national lead. He feels Howard 'sglobal
reputation already gives it an advantage
over other universities.

January 18, 1990

Enrollment

Urban

The Commission recommended the
Luis Serapiao./ an African Studies
professor, agreedJ ''I have beqn very university set a timetable for strengthsurprised that a bl~ck inslitutionll lhas not ening one or two intercollegiate sports,
had a (top-ranked) international studies with the goal of developing a program
that will achieve national prominence.
department.••
He said many countries are willing to It said a nationally ranked basketball
give universities money to study thej r team was ''attainable and feasible.''
country. He also ,said there are many
A national·ranked sports team can
opportunities for students witli majors
in international affairs. ''Three of our make millions for a university.
recent graduates are working lvith the Georgetown University's basketball
UN,'' Serapiao said. ''There are many team, for example, earned $500,000 just
job opportunities as amba~dors and in for making it to the NCAA tournament
and millions in television appearances
the government.•·
The Commission also ex~ressed a last season.
However, according to Jeff
desire to make Howard's athletic programs nationally competitive . _ Greenburg, a sports producer for WRC''Intercollegiate athletics at Howard lV, it will be hard for Howard to achieve
University are not yielding a return in similar success. ''It's like a catch-22
terms of successful student recruiting, situation," Greenburg said. ''A coach
· nor do they generate revenue i~ keeping has to have good recruiting to have a
with the annual investment," the Com- good season, but has to have a good
mission noted. ''Aside from recently season to recruit top-ranked players.''
•
having nationally ranked soccer teams
In addition, Greenburg said a school
and some individual successes in track
and field events, the University 's must have good facilities, an enthusiastic
intercollegiate activities are gaining student body and recognition to build a
strong program.
neither recognition nor success."

continued from page I

continued from page 2

wants to make quotas the l 91-92
equivalent of Willie Horton
if he
really wants to campaign for re-election
on a false issue calculated t deepen
America 's racial divisions.''
The report, considered an i portant
barometer of how blacks view thei r current status in America , recomJnended:
-A $50 billion investment modeled
on the ,$13 billion Marshall Plan, to

f.

-·

prospective students could be mailed
out quickly."
: '' If Howard is not prompt with our
response to students then fewer students
will come," Griffin said. ''We are trying
to attract lop student s from community
colleges and high schools. But they are
also looking at other schools. We can't
afford to keep then waiting."
Recruitment is also sending a special
package to the African American National Merit Scholarship Semi-Finalist.
Favors wants at least 10 of the 138
African American NMSSF to attend

sewage systems in older U.S cities.
- ''Workforce 2000'' initiative of
public and private educat ~b nal, job
training and minority se t-asid7 programs
to boost blacks to economic parity with
1
other Americans by the start r f the next
century. .
- A nationwide ban on IJ1ilitary assault ~capons that have plafied a major
~ole 1n. ~rug-related murder in many
inner c1t1es.
0Copyrigl1t 1991, USA r, DAY/Apple

student loans1grants and scholarships;
application processes; and in addition,
the dCclaration of financial independence'. The sessions will also encourage
counselors and parents to promote
Howard University.
President Franklyn G. Jenifer has
also approved a nc\v recruiter to concentr3te on the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area.
''This recruiter will be able to make
positive personal contacts wi1h the high
schools and junior colleges in the area."
Wilson said.
Favors predicts if the university in creases the number of students from the
District, then that will help solve the
housing problem because these local
students can live at home.

Ho \var~ .

Other projects include luncheons for
high school guidance cou nselors and a
financial aid information session for high
school students.
One of the major concerns of prospective students is financial aid . Administrators hope the luncheons and
information sessions will help explain

College Information Network

Two major housing projects also
should help the recruiting efforts.
"Students' fear won't be any place to
live on campus. But Cook Hall is
scheduled to be renovated to house 180
students and the new Bethune Hall an·nex will ,house over 600 students," Favors said.
•

Registration
continued from page 2
their accounts to.cover registration pay menl .
Students \Vere divided into groups of
250 and gi\ en hourly appointments
\vhich spread over a six day span. The
goal of this system is to hav_e no student
stand in line for n1ore than 40 minutes.
'' If the students keep their appointments. we can move them through here
(the Arn1our J. Blackbur'lCenter) in 40
minutes." Johnson said.
Previously, student s may have had to
travel to several locations around campus in order to register. In an effort to
eliminate extra foot~ork, all services
\Ve re moved to the Blackburn Center
1

Ballroom to provide a one-stop, registration .
. . These services included: the bursar,
financial ·aid, meal service, validation
certificates, photo JD's, the tJanscript
office, financial analysts, the loan offic~,
and cashiers. Both Burr Gymnasium
and C.B. Powell have now been eliminated as registration sites.
Students pick up their unValidated
certificates of registration in the reading
room of Blackbum . From there, students
go upstairs to the ballroom td secure a
copy of their current bill. The bill, along
with a payment, is taken to a cashier for
validation. If a student has any financial
inquires, representatives from the Offices of the Bursar and Financial Aid are
available to meet with them.
The actual selection of courses must
still be done with advisors in each
•

Co-op
continued from page 2
.

enue producing enterprises which will
allow them to develop their own economic and business skills,'' said Adkins.
'' In additior , SCEDP enterprises will
generate student employment opportunities and othe r financial resources to
benefit the entire student population,"
he added.
The primary mcrchandizing strategy
involves the promotion of the slogan,
"Support Black Colleges." HUSA has
been recruited by Adkins to market the
various products and paraphenalia which
include hats, jackets, posters, watches
and shirt s.
'' It· snot all about selling products for
profit. All revenue generated from the
sale of these products will assist in establishing the first student cooperative
enterprise on Howard 's campus," said
_Apri l Silver, HUSA President.
'' By marketing various products excl usively designed by Student Bodies,
Inc., the Student Cooperative Economic
Developme nt Program will give stu-

-·
I

Library
cont inued from page 2

equipment, such as the microfilm and
microfiche machines, which arc located
on· sub~evel two in the Undergraduate
. Library.
The mic rofilm and microfiche machines are used for reading both newspapers and periodicals and for making
copies of those mate ri als.
~- ,
Rene Thornton, a sopl1omore zool, ogy major, said ''a lot of times the miirofi lm and microfiche machines are
· ~it h er broken or out of paper; so you
have to wait for one that works. I wish
they were more prompt about fixing
machines.''
Mikel Husband, a sophomore English
major, has also encountered problems
with these machines.
''There are only two microfiche machines. The university should buy more
because one is usually broken. It just
slows everyone down to have to wait on
that one machine," he said.
One library employee, who did not
want to be identified, said that while
there are actually 10 microfiche machines. students usually make comJllents
sub~ as these because ''the attitudes of
th~ students we have now are different.
They want to put everything in a bild
light. But I feel we give good service
throughout the library."
The employee also said usually there
is enough paper for all of the machines
to make copies of the materials. He also

r

l

dents the opportunity to tap into their
collective economic base," said Adkins.
Student Bodies, Inc. has also sought
endorsements from several athletes and
entertai,ners s~uch as Spike Lee, Sugar
Ray Leonard, Keenan Ivory Wayans,
Darryl Bell, and Bill Cosby. The SBC
logo can also been seen on paraphenalia
worn by C;SSt members of the popular
sit-com, ''A Different World''.

education major Ericka Jenl ins.
''Overall, the system is
percent
better,'' Jenkin s said.
''The environment in Bl ckbum was
more positive than ·in Burr Gym," said
Jenell Brown a sophomore i the School
of Education.
''Even though I \Vas a lit le confu sed
when I \Valked in. people' ere n1oving
quickly . It took only 20 n1inutcs for
validation,'' said Brown.
The Blackbum Ce nter registration
will come to a close today at 4 p.m.
According to Dr. J o ~n so n, thi s
method of validation wi ll ! used in the
fl1turc .
·
''Ou r objective is toke p refin ing it
(the process) until we hJve the best
s}·stem in the country, '' Jo ' nson said.

student's particular school or college.
The validation procedure is the only
part of registration that has been altered.
Because of Dr. Jenifer's arrival in
April of 1990, there were relatively few
changes in procedures for the fall semester. Although the appointment system was introduced last fall, there was
no central location for registration.
Many students have applauded the
new validation procedure.
''I like what I've seen. Jenifer has
made it convenient for everyone . It
seems like everyone is getting validated.
I think that President Jenifer should
maintain this new registration process,··
said senior political science major
Marshal Edwards.
Junior information systems major
Mametta Bradley agreed .
''The lines were a lot shorter. I got
things done in less time than usual,'' she
said .
In addition lo shorter lines, other
improvements have been noted b~· students.
''It seems like it is more organized.
Everybody wasn't packed in the gymrushing. I' m really impressed. The
student account analysts have better
attitudes,'' said sophomore elenrentary

fso

War

continue fron1 page 1

A fev.· minutes later. o bfense Sec re-

tary Richard Chene~· andiCha irman of
the Joi nt Chiefs of Staff Pe n. Colin L .
POwell gave a press coOfe rence. but
re~ea sed few specifics aboul the militar}'
action.
Cheney said initial reports from tl1e

I

peaceful protest ensued Thursday night
as approximately 500 demonstrators
gathered across the street from the White.
House. Some demonstrators chanted and
some sang while others prayed.
One of the demonstrators. Amiee
McCoy, has a 19-year-old son in the
gulf. McCoy said her son, Lionel, had
only enlisted so he could get money to
attend school. She said she wants him
back home now.

-•
'

''If my son dies over there, is President Bush going to be able to give me a
new son? Why are lhey making' lhem
kill if they don't want to kill?'' questioned
the District resident.
A smaller contingent or pro-Bush
demonstrators marched in front of the
White House. One Bush supporter,
Warren Epstein. said he came out to
suppOrt his friends in the gulf. .
''The reason I' m here is because my
friends that I grew up with since elementary school are over their right
now risking their lives and these people
have nothing better to do than put them
and the country, down .
..,
''If my friends don 'tcome bac~ home.
then they will die for the cause that they
signed up for." Epstein said.

•

According to Adkins, the ultimate
goal of SCEDP is to purchase as many
resource and revenue generating enterprises as possible, thus increasing the
possibility of enhanced collective economic development for AfricanAmericanstudents. With this economic
self-sufficiency, campus organizations
hope to generate the economic resources
necessary for their community endeavors while helping tO relieve some of the
burden placed on HBCU ad"riirnistrators.

•
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"Once [this program] has .been fully
implemented, students will learn the
vital economic skills necessary for development and maintenance of the African -American community," said
Adkins.
said they don't usually run out until the
latter part Of the semester.
He also suggested that students
should not take advantage of the library
by using only the machines that don't
require coins.
''Students are supposed to pay for copies made on those
machines at the front desk, but many
don ' t,'' he said.
One reason for the slowne~ in getting things fixed maybe that m~the
equipment ~ under eootract with local
service comPanies, according to Laura
Wills, and administrative officer for the
library system.
Wills said the contractors cannot always be prompt because they have other
work to do. They try to come in no later
that 48 hours after the call has been
made .
There is only one full-time sta ff
member in the library system who has
had experience with electrical equipment
such as computers and microfilm machines.
Even though there are more than 200
pie&s of technical equipment in the
university libraries, Randall feels it
would be impractical to hire several /
people to fix things when a contractor
could simply be called in to fix something
when needed.
Eric White, supervisor of media services, agreed that the contractors usually do a good job of maintaining and
fixing equipment.
''We have contracts with a number of
companies. so as soon as I see a problem,
I try to gel it fixed,'' he said.

gulf were ''very encouraging'' and was
surprised by the lack of resistance at that
time . ''We achieved a fairly .high degree
of tactical surprise," Cheney said.
Bush apparently took many Americans by surprise in launching his attack
so quickly, less than 17 hours after the
expiration of the United Nations deadline for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait.
Hussein ·s forces have occupied the area
since the August 2 invasion.
Powell also expressed his surprise
over the lack of resistance from Iraq, but
sa id that the battle had only begun and a
response from Hussein was still expected.
'' We are surprised there was so little
response this first night . But we are
keeping in mind that this is only the
begi11ning and a guy with a million-man
army is bound to respond.'' Powell said.
Five hours following the assault,
Hu sse in responded on Baghdad radio
telling hi s people that ''the mother of all
battles had begun'' and called President
Bush a '' hypocritical criminal."
Following the reports of conflict in
the gu lf, hundreds of protestorsgathered
in front of the White House and a clash
\\•ith police soon followed. Fourteen
people were arrested. However, a more

,·
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Murder rates hit high_in natio 's

capit~l, _~!sewhere
•

murders in the \Vashington area. To-

By Iesha C. Matthews

gether they accounted for 605 killings .
According to statistical data released
Hilltop Staff Reporter
by the city, the D,istrict government
The year 1990 brought more vio~ tjiargcd 68juvcniles with homicide and
Jenee to the Washington, D.C. area 17 of those charged were 15 years old or
than any other year , On the national younger . However, because of District
level, more people were killed lhan law, thesejuvenilescouldnotbetriedas
any other timti'! thj1!1~66ilii0ry ad qi ts.
and h&licide Was""1fte _..,, Jalr"~
Ho.wever, in other suburbs in the
of blacif'~ales b e t . e ages Of Washington area, the murder rate re15 and 24 years old.
mained stable when compared to last
An all-time record high of 703 year 's records .
homicides in the Washington area
According to D.C. police officials,
did not discriminate. In fact, victims there ~ere approximately 200 killings
included men, women, and children in the District that were related to illegal
of all ages. And, although there was drug activity. This figure, 40 percent of
a drop in drug·rclated killings, there the District's total, shows a decrease
were 483 homicides in the District from1988whensuchmurdersaccounted
lastyear,compared,with434in 1989. for 60 percent of all killings. Percent·
Prince Georges County and· the ages for 1989 were not available.
District had the highest amount of
Ninety people were killed as a direct

--

result of arguments, a figure which al·
most doubled the total for 1989.
Sixty.four people were killed ju ring
robbery attempts, which is 36 mor:e than

the year with one ho"?icide, ''one too
many'' according to county police officials.
I
In 1990, 19 major cities set all-time
in 1989.
high homicide records, ~hi le St least 14
At least three people were killed dur· other cities surpassed their 1989 marks.
ing traffic disputes, and a drive·by On the national level, ~cw York City,
shooting in the Shaw area of Northwest. Philadelphia, Oakland. 'Phoenix, ProviD.C., wounded five children.
dence, R.I., Memphis and Richmond all
Montgomery County had 25 homi· surpassed there previous homicide
cides last year, which was four more records.
\ ' 1' "' ~
than 1989.
The~ states also ha~ an increase in
Howard County reported five hon1i- random killings. In fact. such killings
cides, which was a major decline fro1n accounted for 19 adults and children
their 1989 record of 19 homicides.
being gunned down in New York City.
In Arlington County, there \Vere a
A study by the American Psychorecord 12homicides, which was 11 n1ore logical Association indicates that the
th an 1989.
· number of hon1icides committed by juFairfax County had 27 homici des veniles will probably triple by the end of
and Prince William County ended the the decade because of child abuse, drug
yeaf with nine murders.
· abuse and poverty.
Loudoun County, however, closed

Barry offered a contrast in the dif·
ference of styles between TM Wash·
ingtonPost and The Washington Times,
two very popular Washington area
newspapers. In particular, he referred to
the manner in which the two newspapers oovered his trial.
''After the trial, The Washington
Po~t's
headline was 'Mayor Barry
Guilty' and The Washington Ti/Ms had
across the top 'Mistrial' which to me
was a relevant story, there were twelve
counts that the jury couldn't agree on,
two counts they couJd," said Barry.

C:ircuitcourtrefuses
•

Geo~getown Prep

student reinstatement
practice.

By Iesha C. Matthews
HIUtop Staff Reporter

Montgomery County Circuit Court
Judge J. James McKenna refused to
reinstate 16·year -old David Bushrod
Spalding, who was di smissed fr om
Georgetown Preparatory School la st
•

ii

We're satisfied with the
judge and that he niade the
correct decision.

,,

Roger W. Titus
month after a 15-year·old accused him
of hazing practices.
Spalding's dismissal was as a result
of an incident called ''butting," which
involves one student placing his nude
bottom on the face of another student
who is held down by others.
Spalding's parent-;. ~l a r ga r e l and 8 .
Phinzy Spalding, petiti oned the court 10
reinstate their son Oil the basis of him
being used to set an example at a school
where hazing, according to th e
Spaldings, is a common and traditional

f'

During Tuesday ' s court hearing,
school officials contended that they had
110 Ji,nowledge of traditiona l l1az ing
•
•
praC"t1ccs at the Ron1 an Catholic Scho0l.
Roger W. Tilus,· assistant attorney
for Georgetown Preparatory School,
sa id , "hazing is not a co n1mon pract ice
at the school".
Accordirig to Titus, hazing was not
the only reason for Spalding 's dismissal.
Titus said that Spalding was dismissed
because of food th eft, refusal to provide
information on an unconscious student,
and other incidents.
''The school handbook prohibits
hazing and students involved understood
this practice was hazing,'' Titus said.
-Phinzy Spalding, who graduated in
1948, said approxin1ately 30 members
of his family members had graduated
from the school.
According to the Spalding family,
the practice of hazing originated with
the school's football team almost 12
years ago and they said that it was referenced in the school's 1990 yearbook .
They also said that the practice is
well-known amongst graduates. How·
ever, fOur school officials testified that
they knew noth ing about the practice.
Titus contends that he has no knowledge of a forthcoming appeal .
The o.ther students involved in the
incident did not file a law suit.

Homicides rose In the District and nationwide.

Barry also said he has alot of respect

I,
Barry was actlvely lnvolved ·ln

for the youth who were sophisticated
enough to read between the lines of
newspaper print.
According to a former staff member
of the Barry administration, who asked
to remain anonymous, the former mayor
has been in the ''sights" of the media
the student protest at Howard. ''mainly because be is a black mayor in
a major city."
In January, Barry attracted national
and international attention when be was
charged witlfpurchasina cocaine at the
I
Vista Hotel.
Despite a sianificant amount of
nea;ative publicity surrounding hi,s trial,
the n1edia as well as his constituents Barry received a rather Iona and unex·
pected standing ovation from audience
affected hin1 .
Barry said despite an overwhelming members during Nelson Mandela's visit
amount of negati ve publicity, he feels to the District.
In addition, durfug e nationally
honored and gratified that ''notwithstanding all of the difficulties and also televised taping of the hil Donahue
the vendetta that The Washington Post show at UDC two mon sago, Barry
has again st me that people can cut received another spontan us welcome
through all of that and ~e something from audience members.
Barry said although he feel
different and something more substan·
and appreciative of such wel
ti al."
Bafry believes the "lay the media has to be careful that his eao
handled his trial was unfair. ''The in the way.
Barry's final words to H ward stu·
~Va sl1i,1gto,1 Posl, the leader of the anti
Barry movcn1cnt. is just trying to run dents were to ''get involved'' with D.C.
everything and (they areJ trying to con· politics. He believes it's e thin& to
trol everybody 's thin king... through their register to vote and an er thin& to
participate,
editorial policies," he said.

Final words of former
Mayor Marion Barry
.

By Iesha C. Matthews
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

During a one-on-one December interview with The Hilltop, former Mayor
Marion Barry expressed his appreciation to the younger generation in 1he
District for their support during what
could be categorized as ''rough'' times.
Barry, who governed the Dislrict for
more than 12 years, presented a resounding and impeccable image of being at peace with himself and very mu ch
in control.
The former mayor expressed his innermost thoughts on the way in which

According to Barry, there are a nuln·
bcr of students at Howard who arc not
registered to vote.

He said although a large percentage
of students live in other states, they
should transfer their vote to the District
and transfer it back to their home town
once they graduate.
''My advice is to register here because
you can always change your registra·
tion when you go back home," Barry
said. ·
According to Barry, with more than
11,000 students 8t Howard, the univer·
sity oould be a major ''force'' in D.C.
politics. ''Ward one, where Howard is

located, ought to be a powerhouse, it
ought to be a major force. There ought to
be a lOOpercent registration at Howard," .

Barry said.
Upon Barry's fm~ days in the District building earlier this month. many
speculations and rumors traveled pertaining to his next move.
Last week, the The Washington Times
and The Washington Post both printed

articles on UDC'splans to offer Barry a

.

tcachin& position in their Deparuoentof
.
Criminal Justice.

Ac:oording toJo)m H. Britton, director
of.public affairs at UDC, Barry has not
filed the necessary.papeiwork; therefore, .
no decision concerning future employ·
ment bas been decided:
''The faculty senate steering i:om·
mittee passed a resolution last Friday
aaainst the hiring of Barry. In addition,
three of tbe four faculty members of the.
Oiminal Justice Department said the
former mayor would not be welcomed,''
said Britton.
Bn1ton also said although the presi·
dential seat is vacant, he has no knowl·
edge of Barry being consiclcrcd for the
position.
During the interview, Barry refused
to comment on rumors concerning fu.
tu~ employment.
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Lights, cameras • • . movement
By D. Malcolm Carson
.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

\Vith the completion of the first major anti-\var action undertaken by
Ho,vard students Tuesday, \Ve nO\V have

a chance to assess our successes and
failures, and look to the future of the

n1ovcment. It is important that every
step along the \vay

'''C engage

in the

cri1ical process of self-examination and
criticism.
I am going to begin by questioning
the '''Pole orientation of our movement
up to this point, particularly its leadership. If

\VC

arc honest 'vith ourselves

and study the past history of movements
to stop 'vars we \viii discover govern-

ments do no1 stop wars. The people stop
'vars. Governments only win or lose

'''ars.
011ce \Ve accept this real it)', we begin
to see the futility of ··made for TV'' anti·
\var 111oven1e11ts \vhich are oriented to\Vard conv incing the government it
should stop this madness. Although
such moven1ents are good for opportunist leadership trying to further their
O\.\'n political careers and ''be seen ,"
they do not stop wars. They merely
perpetuate the interests of the government. As Gil Scott-Heron said, ''The
revolution will not be televised.''
Some of our leadership was ever
presen t \\'hen the cameras were running.
but \vhen it can1e time for nlore radical
kinds of activities without the can1eras
such as marching to the Vie1nan1 Men1orial, they were 110\vhere to be seen.
What will really stop th is \.\'ar will be
the collective action of the people
1hen1selves \vho decide to throw a
'vrench i11 the '''ar machine b~' phy sically
shutt ing il do\vn. For exan1ple. \\•hile
we \\'e re having our nlCe, safe , government-sanc_tio11ed press conference at the
White House, activists in the San Francisco Ba)' Area shut dow'h the 10-lane ,
double-decked Ba)' Bridge that connec.ts
SF and Oakland. Earlier in the day, 450
\Vere arrested while thousands blocked
the entrance to the Federa1 Building.
During the Vietnam Warera"tt waS" "
the mass militant action of the people
\\'ho did things such as surrounding the

Pentagon, resisting the draft, Gl's who
caused disruption within theirunits, and
generally everyone who was just unwilling to go along " 'ith the program.
Think about it, how can the nation fight
a war if nobody is willing to cooperate?
Another thing is disturbing about
Tueday's events: How can we attempt
to have a ··black'' anti-war movement,
totally alienating and separating ourselves from other activists who also
oppose this war? Pale stinians who had
agreed to speak were not allowed to do
so. At the vcrY least, let 's unile with
other people of color.
If we· re really interested in stopping
the war and sa\'ing the thousands, and _ Students gather around Rev. Jesse Jackson during the war protest.
'
.
even millions, of lives which will be lost
and destroyed. we need to be very clear
about \Vho are our friends and wh~
•
our enemies.
On the one hand, we see k friendly
Ras Baraka spoke extensively at the Afro-American Studies.
Kuwait , but argue" for ··lonstructive the black wall.
relations with forces within the gov"Students arc being yanked out of
engagement'' in South Africa and supSCAWworriesforlhesurvivalofthe rallies. ··1f Bush really wants to stop
ernment by obtaining permits. lobbying
ports Israel's occupation of the West African-An1erican community in the aggression. he'd better lock himself in a their classes to go fight a war from some
Congress. a11d policing ourselves to
face of a potential loss of te11s of thou- room.'' he said.
old white man. These students don't
•
Bank.
avoid ··getting out of co11trol." Al the
'
the
Seemingly doubting whether most even get the chance to complete
·The speakers at the rail)• included sands of young black n1cn, already an
same time. we alienate and divide ourHUSA Preside11t and Vice -Preside111 ··cnda11gered species'' in An1erica. In s1udents are as serious as they claim to education they signed their life away
selves from ··non-blacks'' " 'ho also opApril Silver and Ras Baraka, respec- their 11rcss release, they cite a report by be about resisting conscription into the for," said Nicole Pearson, who helped
pose the war, because, supposedly,
liYely , Revs. George Stallings and Wil- the Brookings Institute claiming that military, he urged studenls to sup~et organize the ra11y.
''the)•'' are our not our friends . From
lie Wilson, Public Enemy' s Sister 100.000 body bags and 40.000 coffins those who did resist ·by any means
where I'm standing they seem a Joi more
''Souljah," Brother Rafiki of the All- have already been ordered by the Pcn- necessary.
friendly than the governn1ent. This is a
Africa11 People's Revolutionary Party. t;1gon for US soldiers and the fact that
Howard students joined in a rally
contradiction.
and Damu Smith of the African-Ameri- approxin1ately 30% of the troops On the with several hundred students from
•
To have a rally and n1arch in honor of
Students also have held a teach·in on
can Network Against US Intervention battlefield are black.
across the DC area in an anli·warprotcst
Dr. King, who always stood for bring''\Ve have so much at stake and I'm in Lafayette Park by the White House the Persian Gulf situation which sought
in the Persian Gulf.
ing blacks and whites together to struggle
After n1arching lo the \Vhite House. encouraging everyone in the African- last December. The theme of the rally to provide the necessary infonnation to
for revolutionary change, and then dethe students for them to make an intelthe students joined a press conference An1erican communities to have their was, '' Education not Ammunition.''
liberate!)' alienate whites and others fron1
Two Howard students spoke at the ligent decision for themselves on their
by theAfrican-An1erican Network. Jesse voice heard as a collective effort against
joining, is a disgrace to his memory . Dr.
Jackson , who spoke al the press confer- the imn1inenl issue of war and, as well, rally: Ray Davies, a graduate student in position. The teach-in featured AfriKing was disgraced nol only by the US
ence. noted that, '' the Civil Rights Bill is many others which hurt our commu· the Department of African Studies, and can-American anti·war and revolution·
governn1ent but also b}' a n1oven1e11t in
vetoed \\'hen the soldiers i11 the Gulf are nity.'' said Ouentina Johnson, who heads Nicole Pearson. a junior f!lajoring in ary activists from the 1960's.
his honor.
fighti11g ... the government c\ain1s 1l1ere press relations for !he students.
·,, Final\)'. I don't understand thi s conSCAW urges a just and peaceful
is 110 111011e}' but " 'hen they '''a11t tu kill
cept of having nii litar)'·St)'le securit}' i11
black. red and bro,v11 people 1here i~ settlement to all of the conflicts in the
a peace n1oven1ent . How can \Ve expect
Middle East region, including the PalesRlOile)·."
the US governn1ent to act peaceabl)'
As the press conference dragged 011, tinian question and believes US interwhen our 6\v11 nioven1ent operates 011
some students led a n1arch to the Vie1 - vention wil I 0111 y i11crease the considerthe basis of i11tin1idation and the threat
nan1 Velerans Men1orial under a banner able haired which already exists in the
of physical violence?
read;ng. "NO MORE MEMORIALS ." region toward America.
I realize n1a11y " 'ill be outraged by
The Howard student nloveri1ent
the things I've said, but I hope the se The s1udents used the niemorial to remind 1hen1selves and the nation of the against the deployment of US troops in
observations are taken seriously b)' those
real costs of " 'ar in tertns of human the Persian Gulf emerged as a force on
involved in the movement. As lhe situ..
livl:s. They silently proceeded through the campus la.st semester. The groY1ing
ation-e-scalates amf Peoolt: b~j~ to die,
•'
11._i~ w:
the grounds of the Memorial, paying numbers of involved students have orit will become nlore and more crucial
their respects to the thousands of dead ganized a number of activities with more
for us to deal with these quest ions. Peace.
soldiers 'vhose names are inscribed on to come in the \\'eeks to follow .
The students opposing the US troop.
presence in the Persia11 G_ulf call on the
Preside nt to bring all of.1he troops hon1e
i~1n1ediately. They are further opposed
to any offe11sive actions agai11st the Iraqi
arnty in Kuwait.
··We have so n1any problems to face
/
/
in this country we don ' t need lo be !here
. . . it is hypocritical ," said SCAW
n1en1ber Rebecca Christian. ·
After a nun1ber of inforn1ational
a11d organizational meetings. the slude11ts held a nun1berof can1pus rallies in
protest of Hush·s actions. Hundreds atte11ded each of lhe rallies.
A Vietnam veteran came out because •war hell.·

Students protest war in the Gulf
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National protest set for Saturday
By Sabrina Ellerbe
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The latest stude nt demonstration
against the loo ming war in the Persian
••
Gulf took place Tues., Jan . 15, when
over 2000 students and anti-=-.var protesters rallied at the Metropolitan A.M.E.
Church and then marched on the White
House and the Vietnam War Memoria l.
This Saturday, students still have a
chance to take part in the first nationally·
organized demonstration against U.S.
military intervention in the Persian Gu If.
The National Coalition to stop US
Intervention in the Gulf will hold an 11
a.m. rally at Lafayette Park, across the
street from the White House. This will
be followed by a march to the Martin
Luther King Library where there will be
an afternoon rally.
According to Sahu Barron, a national
organizer with the National coalition,
the coalition had organizers in 90 cities

and 25 stales.
''Certainl y there will not only be rep·
resc11tatives of the Peace Movement,
but there will be participants who will
be most affected by any shooting war i11
the Persian Gu lf-Africa11-Americans.
Latino Youths . the poor, the homelzs
and unemployed,'' Barron said.
''Our position is that the lOOmill ' n
dollars-a-day that it costs for the military
war buildup in the Gulf is not being paid
·by Bush. the millionaire se nators, or the
Pentagon genera ls, nor is it being paid
for by the rich oil barons or the big
bankers.··
She pointed out. ''t hat 100 million
dollars-a-day is being paid out of jobs
and drug rehabilitation and research to
cure AIDS ."
''The Jan . 19 mobilization is the first
national protest against war in the Gulf."
said Kathy Flewellen, an organizer for
the Africari-Ameriean Network .
'; For African-Americans it is critical
that we stop this war because this country

The Black leaders, who were mostly
ministers, were notified of Mrs. Parks'
arrest. These preachers were respected
by the people and were not obligated to
continues from page 1 White employers, who would fire any·
one who protested in any way against
Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr. pastored the segregation. But now the time was right
Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in and the fear diminished. So who would
Montgomery , Alabam a. The Black be their leader, their spokesman, their
people, like the Israelites. were victims Moses? A seed organization, the Mont·
of servitude and a type of oppression gomery Improvement Association
brought about by bigotry and discrimi- (MIA) became the nucleus around which
nation .
the struggle was launched.
~ Go therefore now , and work: for
There were older ministers who had ,
there shall no straw be given you, yet been waging a cold for their people for
shall ye deliver the tale of bricks,'' cried many decades. They had tried to find
Pharaoh. ''And the officers of the chil- jobs, they had gotten people out of jail,
dren of Israel did see that they were in they had gone before city officials to get
evil case'' (Exodus 5:18, 19). Forcentu· streels paved and to make other imries, even after slavery, similar circum- provements. There were younger na·
stances faced the Black people through- lives of the town, strong and energetic,
out the South. In the face of the lowest who had started their families and who
payingjobs to no jobs at all, with limited would grow up here . Yet nearly all of
cultural advantages and separate but them agreed on one man, Dr. Martin
unequal educational and recreational Luther King, Jr. He was not an older
institutions, Blacks were expected to experienced minister as some of the
pull themselves up their own bootstraps. others, nor a native of Montgomery, but
a newcomer.
Tl1en in 1955 Rosa Parks was ar·
Like Moses, Dr. King was the man
rested because she refused to stand and for the job. Why was he right? What
giver her seat to a White man who had were his credentials? Whal did he bring
boarded a bus. Few Blacks had ever to the task? Martin Luther King redared to rebel against the ''system," so ceived his post-high school education at
designed by law to separate the Blacks Morehouse College. in his native At·
and Whites. The fear of losing their jobs lanta. Georgia. Morehouse, a maker of
or their freedom, even their lives, kept Black gentlemen was where be received
the Negroes ••in their place.'' This day, the 8.A. degree in 1948. The next step
this Black woman decided on a lone was Crozer Theological Seminary in
rebe llion. When asked ''Why?'' she said. Chester, Pennsylvania. It was here that
··1 was just tired.'' Thus the sparks of lhe . Dr. King was introduced to Gandhi's
Black movement toward firs -class citi· philosophy of nonviolence, and in 1951
zenship were ignited.
received his Bachelor of Divinity. His

is taking away human rights that have
been fought for and the only way to
iosure those rights is to be politically
conscious.'' said Flewellen.
Wi1h the anti -war movement emerg·
ing. Barron believes the movement
should be led by the most oppressed and
disenfranchised . She said Saturday,
January 19, den1onstrations arc planned
in places like DC,San Francisco,
Houston. Hawaii , end Sydney, Australia.
·'These demonstrations will bring
together all those who have everything
to lose and everything to gain by stop·
ping this racist war for oil in the Middle
East," said Barron.
This is the kind of coalition Barron
hopes the movement' will build and she
counts among the early supporters celebrities such as Spike Lee, Ruby Dee,
Ossie Davis, Harry Bclafonte and Dick
Gregory. Barro11 hopes HowardstudenL'i
will come out and speak out against war
irt the Gulf.
;

quest for knowledge and cxcellcncc led
him to Boston University and conferral
of the Ph.D. degree in 1955. These great
institutions helped him to develop into a
great scholar and leader of his time,
well-bread, well-read. and well-led.
He was Jed first by his fathcr,'whose
footsteps he followed into t.he gospel
ministr}. Martin Luther King, Jr., studied
and advanced the teachings of Mahatma
Gandhi's nonviolent resistance. The
greatest of all whom he followed was
Jesus Otrist, who filled his heart with
love for all man-kind, even those who
hated him and fought against him. The
most important characteristic of a great
leader, second only to love, is meekness. ·
Moses had it. The Bible acclaims him as
''very meek, above all 1 the men which
were upon the face of the earth"
(NumbeB 12:3). Meck, accord;ng to
Websters New World Dictionary , is
''patient and mild, not inclined to anger
or resentment." Such a spirit was ex·
hibitcd in Dr. King from the beginning
to the end of his leadership in the civil
rights i:novcment. Meck but not weak,
he was to become the greatest U.S. civil
rights leader of the twentieth century,
known not only throughout the South
and the nation, but throughout the world.
But the decision to accept that lead·
ership was not an easy one. His parish-

ioners needed his full auention. Ccrtai nly
his wife and children needed more of his
time. But when the call came, Martin
Luther King, Jr., decidedly and prayerfully answered, "}fes!''

Reprinted c,ounay of Message Maga·
zint
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I was amazed that l was able to step fron1 Howard ·s
c'tn1pus onto Microsoft's can1pus ·rn1d m::lke ::t11 inst;.int
in1pact in the developme,nt cycle. I even won I990's
"Rookie of the Year" for my efforu. Microsoft did their
part by giving me acc€SS to as n1uch hardware <u1d
sofiwarc as I needed, without the proverbial "red tape"
involved.
TI1e environment allows me to set 1ny own hours
and play on Microsoft's athleti<; fields when I want a
break. I have the freedom to dress as I
like- n1y typical anire at work is atshirt. shorts and Birkenstock sandals.
The walls of n1y office are plastered
with Bo Jackson posters, and I'm
either listening to rap or jazz. When
people hear Tuck and Patti or Public
Enen1y in the halls, they know it's
coming from my offi~e! On the social
tip, some friends and I star1ed an
organization called BAM (Blacks at
Microsoft) and we get together to do
cul!urdl, com1nunity and social things .

•

Con1ing fron1 DC, Seattle had the "big city"
mentality I was looking for. It has liberal thinking people.
a pleasant clin1ate, good night life, cultural diversity, and
the largest assortment of microbreweries I've ever seen'
When I combined this with the chance to work with
the sn1artest IJl!Ople in the industry on projects that \vould
shape the next computer generdtion. it made my decision
easy. I've been here a year, and I love eve1y bit of it!

Now let 's talk about you.
We are looking for Soliware
Design Engineers in Test Develop1nen.1. If you are pursuing a BA/BS,
MS or PhD degree in Computer
Science, Applied Math. Applied
•
Physics, Electrical Engineering or
related technical discipline with
programn1ing experience, design skills
and/or exposure to managing projects,
then we want to talk with you.
We are an equal opportunity
employer.
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Howard hosts first National Rap Music Conference in February
By KAMAL HARRIS
•nd AKIL KAMAU
Hilltop Staff Reporters

''Hip Hop at its Crossroads: Seizing
the Cultural Initiative," is the title of a
national entertainment industr y
c.:o nference hosted by Howard
University.

:-

•

The conference's basic purpo.~e it to
bring the creators and purchasers of Hip
Hop{commonly known as ''Rap music'')
together with the people respons ible for
distributing the music to the public.

Some of the Hip Hop artists scheduled
to headline the conference, da1cd Feb.

21-23, 199 1, are Public Encnl}', Kool
Moe Dee, Queen Latifah, and MC Lytc.
The conference is being organized
by the Howard University Student
Association (HUSA), in conj uncti on
with Philadelphia International Records,
Trans-Atlantic C ro ss in g Artist
Management, S.0 .U. L Records, and
other major record companies.
In an invitational letter sent out to
people in the ffil!Sic industry, HUSA
states. ''Hip Hop music is an artistic
form crea1ed, defined. and developed
by black people; however. black people

•

do not manage, produce. or finance the
majority of its output. Also, in the larger
entertainment industry, black men and
women traditionally serve as one
dimensional performers.''
The conference will serve as a forum
for debate and discussion to break these
trends.
April Silver, HUSA president, said,
''The conference is one of the most
unique projects to surface from our Hip
Hop cult~re; its time for us to reclaim,
preserve, and benefit from the fruits of
' our rich culture!''
The conference participants will
include individuals from promotion,
production, performing, publishing and
every other aspect of the music industry.
Audience members invited to
participate in the conference include all
144 historically black colleges and
universities as well as black student
organizations on predominantly white
,campuses. Others expected are those
who arc interested in the entertainment
fic\d 'from a business perspective.
Th~ conference will be important to
those students who may want to go into
the music industry asa career, and to the
various participating companies. "This
is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for
everyone who has an interest in the

music industry to get the information
and advice they need first hand. Who
better to give the information and advice
than the performers and producers
themselves?'' said one of the co-sponsors
of the event, A. Haqqlslam, who is vicepresident of Philadelphia International
Records.
The Conference hopes to promote
artists, individuals and companies to the
black student population.
''Overall,'' Silver said, ''the primary
focus is to provide an educational and
practical networking base for black youth
who are intere~ted in furthering the total
Hip Hop arena.''
The conference will open with a
welcoming program titled ''Seizing the
Cultural Initiative: An Artist 's
Perspective," and will be held in
Blackburn Auditorium from 7-lOpm.
Other symposiums include: The
•
Business of Video and Movie
Production, Women in the Music
Industry, The Business of Music
Productj_on, Hip Hop Artists vs. Legends
in Basketball (proceeds donated to the
Howard University Sickle Cell Center),
Law and the Entertainment Industry,

How to Get A Record Deal (Howard's
see HIP HOP, page 49

Rapper Kool Moe Dee formerly of the Treacherous Three, will participate In the conference.

Is Cisco
too potent
to drink?

Funny-man Sinbad tours 20 black
colleges to help 'share the dream'
By Lisa Miller

1l1c

Hilltop Staff Reporter

,

-There is a con1ic ,,·ho has co111e a
lo11g \\' 3}' t1nd has done it b}· l1eingone of
tl1c fur111ics1 clc•1n co111ics of the 90s.
Sinbt1d. \\.'ho got his start on the'
tc IC\' is ion sho'". ··Star Search.·· is kr10\\·n
1&n1an)' of l1is fJnS as \Valier Oake,<; on
th e tclcvisio11 sho'''· ··A Different
World ." Iil addit1011. he is host of the
Ne,,· York Ci1~· based ,·aricl)' sho,,·
··ShO\\'time r\t lhc A(Xlllo:· and a \i\'Ci)'
s,i:111J lip coniic.
According to tl1c Cl)n1ic. he o'''es his
success to h<1rd '''ork. a little bit of luck.
)1is slick \\' 3)'S, :J 11d a11 i11crcd it'°tc a111ol111t
of 1alc11t! He \\ i\I sl1 0\.\·casc this talc11t
for college stut.le11 ts dl1ring his ne'v
co llege tour \vhich started at th e
bcgin11ing of J;\nuar}'.
He \.\'iii tour 10 black colleges across
1

col1111 r)' i 11 conj ll net ion \.1ti th the airing
of his fi rst HBO Special taped at
Morehouse College. and the Coca Cola
"Sl1are Tl1e Drca111" $130,000 col lege
scholarsl1ip progran1 . The special '"'iii
air 5 tin1es during January.
The 1our " •ill gotl1rough to the mo 11th
of \.tarc.·h. and Sinbad \\ ill appear at
Ho,,·ard Fcbruar)' 15.
•
Sinbad offers audiences a chance to
lat1gh at 1hings in life \\'ithout using
profanit)' or ''ulgari1ies to n1ake it funn~' .
i-le appeared at Ho" ·ard's 1989
hon1econ1,ing comedy night and l1ad the
at1dic11cc in tears. cracki11gjokcs about
college life. n1arri:1gc. kids and life in
gi.::11i.::ra\.
Like man)' of us. Si11bad "'·aS qt1ifC
restless arid tri ed n1•1n)' .things before
finding con1c<ly. tic a1tc11ded the
U11i \'Crsit)' of Denver brief!)' on a
basketball scholarship. b~t found it \\'as
not quite for hin1 and deci<led to become
a n1en1ber of the Harlem Globe1roltcrs.
1

Before he had the chance to try out for
the team, a knee injury cut his career
sho11.
Sinbad then dec ided to try and fulfil l
another dream of his- learning how to
fl)'· He joined the Air Force in 1979 and
it \\.'as tl1erc Iha! he realized he wanted to
be a stand up con1ic.
The cOn1ic has since gained a
reputation as a zany clean con1ic. His
audic11cc is made up of people of all
ages. including chi ldren whom Sinbad
\O\.'CS. He suppor ts man y youlh
organizations across the countr)' and
niakes an effort to appear at youthoricn1ed cven1s.
Allhougl1 ~inbad of1en jests about
n1arricd life-like in his album ''Brairi
Dan1t1gcd''-in reality he is happily
n1arricd 10 wife Meredith and has a
d:1t1ghtcr nan1ed Paige and a son named
Royce.

By John Machacek

'
Special to the

Sin bad got his big start warming up Cosby show audiences.

··slide a11d all the

finally st ru ck
Hilltop Staff Reporter
nC\\' characters are
paydirt. In 1988,
he landed the role
You prob;1bl)· k110"·Steven tl.·l11shond basicall)' Mr. Cosb}' s
project ... likc a lot of
in ··Lean On Mc''
Lee a11d don't evc11 realize it.
·· 1·111 1101 a pri\ ate person." c\ain1s tl1c otl1cr ideas for the
and this is where
Lce. tr}·ir1g to put 1l1e rigl1t \\'Ords togc1t1cr sho'''.··he sa~·s. "'\\ll1at
it all began. In the
movie,
Lee
so l1c ca11 be u11111istakabl}' u11dcrstood. he '''ants 10 do is sl10\.\'
··People tc.11d to thi11k I an1 bccal1se I n1a)· the good11css '''itl1in
appeared as the
1101 be i11a talka1i,•e r11ood ,,·her1 tllC}' sec people fron1 urban
outgoing , yet
me or I nia)' not be smi ling. 1·111 real I)· are.:is and lower
irrespon sib le !
i11to111e backgrou11ds.
student leader (or
an ope11 person.
''the dog'' as he
The handson1c actor stO)JS for a He's bri11gi11g us (tlie
was
mo re
n1omcnt and !lashes a niischic,•ous sn1 ilc. ne''' characters ] in
affectiona1el)
''And once I get going. it's hard to there to ~hO\\' the
referred by most
stop n1e and I start.AOtalk-too n1uchjunk problems ... peoplc who
females). Among
and I gotta sl1ul up. \\'hen I feel arc i11 tl1at situation."
'' It gi\ CS them
con1fortablc. I'm ' 'l:r}· outgoing ...
his other credits,
Lee. a Ho,,·ard Uni,·crsi1)· son1eo11e to ide11tir)'
Lee h-a s also
sophomore best kno,,·n for his por1ra)·al ,,·ith and sho\v that
appeared in a
Steven Lee plays Pam's boyfriend, Sly, on Cosby Show.
of Arthur ··Slide·· Bartell on the ··cosb)' [e,·en though] }·ou're
touching Folgers
Sho"'' ("I don't kno,,· ,,·liere the)· got fron1 the streets. )'OU
coffee
the nan1c 'Slide' from." he said. ··but have as niar1)' morals as an)'bod)' from a
commercial as a soldier returning home.
\\'hat can }'OU do?''), is on the \•erge of higher income backgro11d."
The next question is, of course, how
It " 'as 0111 )' a fcw )'cars ago when Lee audition and I was in the lobby waiting was it working with ''The Cos?''
n1aki11g a name for himself on the
c11tertain n1ent scene. Oka}·-so he's (a.k.a. "S111ilc)•'' because of his refusal for him," he said. ''The secretary asked
'' It was really nice ," Lee explains. ·•1
not ··run-ao:oss-thc ·}'ard-to-v.·atch-h im · ~ sn1ile n1uch as a kid) bcg;1n his venture me·if I was there to read [a part]. I said felt at home because Mr. Cosby really
eat-a-hot-dog'' n1aterial rigt11 no'''· but into ··the business''. Born i'n \Vashington. ' no, and she sa id, ' Would you like to liked our characters. We had a really
give him time. Soon Lee ma}· be joi11i11g .D.C. and raised in Ne"· Jersey. this self· read?' They took me in there, I read and good repoirewith him because the whole
the ra11ks or tl1e Kadecin Hardisons and proclain1cd surburbanite explained that got three call backs for the part. The idea came from something way back in
Malcoln1 -Jan1al \\lar11crs of ihc acti11g not onl)' talent brought him success. but casting agents liked me but the writer his past ... so that 's what he molds us
luck as ,,·ell. 111 his sopho111ore )'Car in didn't think I was right for the part. The ·towards-that time period of his life.
world.
Lee is considered b)· 111 a11)' to be one t1igh scl1ool. Lee tripped into 1he realn1 manager took me on [as his client] Hegaveusalotofcharacterreferences
of the rirst aetcirs to breathe lire into lhe or ac1ing and came up fighting.
anyway.''
and direction .''
'' M}' older bro1her Damon was on an
new image Cosby is tr}•ing to project.
After n1ore (and more) auditions, Lee
''Slide's'' longevity on the show may
1

..
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Surgeon Gener:il Antonia Novello
and a coalition of health groups have
charged that Cisco, a fortified wine
product made by New York ' s
Canandaigua Wine Co., is poist1ning
teen-agers nationwide.
The Washington Children's Hospita}
National Medical Center has linked 10
cases of teen-age alcohol poisoning to
Cisco, said Theresa Hyatt of the surgeon
general's office.
The group, which includes the Center
for Science in the Public Interest, the
American Academy of Pediatrics and
the National Council on Alcoholism and
•
Drug Dependence, said Cisco, a fortified
wine product that is 20 percent alcohol,
is easily mistaken for a wine cooler as
currently packaged.
Wine coolers have an alcohol oonlent
of 4 to 5 percent. Ordinary table wines

are about 12 percenl alcohol.

unfortun ately be short-lived because of
contract negot iations with another
television project Lee was working on;
however, in the industry nothing is
impossible.
·· Tuey 've already written a script for
this
new
character- Pam's
boy friend-but there's a 30% chance I
may be back just because they want to
do something like that, so you never
know.''
What we do know is that although
Lee is temporarily out-of-service as a
'Cosby kid ', he is a full-time student at
H.U. An advertising major and drama
minor, Lee describes himself as 'chillin'
in school. '' He said that it is here at "The
Mecca'' that he has learned valuable
lesSons about life and friends.
·· 1guess 1 get a Jot of acquaintanc.es
from (acting],·· Lee said, "but there 's
no way you can base a friendship on
something like that. I don't run into that
too much here because people at Howard
arc comfortable with themselves, what
they're doing, and happy to see other
people do well, also."
With success comes exposure and
with exposure comes fans-main~y
female, anJ the most commonly asked
question is,''What 's happening in Lee's
love life?'' Does he have one, and if so

In response 10 the group 'scomplaints
last fall, the wine company, with the
approval of the federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, added
"the warning, "This is not a wine cooler,''
to Cisco labels.
''But it still looks exactly like a wine
cooler," Hyatt said. ''What the label
doesn't say is that Cisco is equivalent to
five shots of vodka."
A lQO..pound person who drinks two
bottles of Cisco within an hour could die
from acute poisoning, said the Center
for Science in· the Public Interest, the
group that has compiled statistics on
teen-age poisonings.
The surgeon general will call again
on the wine producer to repackage the
product or remove it from th.e market,
Hyatt said.
Richard Sands, president crf
Canandaigua Wine, said the firm's
executives are flying to Washington
Wednesday to apswerthe latest charges.
''They have . been saying for four
months that [Cisco) can be confused
with a wine cooler," Sands said in a
telephone interview from Canandaigua,
•
N.Y. ''Yet we don't have any complaints
from consumers saying they are
confused." "
Sands said he would wait to see the
&fOUP' 1 iftfannatioa bcfore commenting
in detail about instances of alcohol

see COSBY KID, page 48

see CISCO, page 49

By Karen Good
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Newest member of Cosby clan one of Howard's own·
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A penny
for your
thoughts?
By Dewayne Wickham
Special to the Hiiitop
The nickel is actu'ally the

sn1allest denomination of U.S.
coin. the penny having been

reduced to little' more tha11 a
burde11son1e keepsake.
Giving someo11e a pen11y is

more an act of disposal than
largess. Even tl1e anen11c

Russian ruble is more highly
valued by farmers in Iowa tl1a11

•

the basic unit of American
currency.
So. not surprisi11gly, ·when
the Postal Rate Con1mission

an11ounced \Vitl1 a flourish last
week that it is slashing a full
pen11y fron1 the proposed 5-

'

cent hike in the cost of a firstclass s1amp. few people this
side of Mosco\v cl1eered tl1e
<leci.o;ion.
\Vhen it comes to the cos! of

a 29-ce11t stamp. a penny saved
is hard!)' a penny ear11ed.

..

It \Vasn't too long ago that a
penny had real value.
The copper-colored coin used
to be the cost or a piece of
ca11dy or a couple or cookies.
Years ago. f\vo cents bought a
single cigare tte 1n the
neighborhood of my youth.
Back then kids needed only 14
pennies 10 see the Saturda)'
matinee a1 1he local n1ov1e
house.
But as the cost of livir1g
spiraled, the valt1e-and utilil)'
- of the penny plumme!ed.
Toda)', there are n1ordpennies
1n piggy ba11ks a11d dresser
drawers tha11 change purses and
pants pockets.
Even \Vhe11 postal officials

January 18, 1990

calculate the value to consumers
or the 011e cent they're cutting
from the cost i11crease. a pen11y is
!he farthest thing fron1 their minds.
The cost of postage for the
average household. they claim,
will jump from $51 lo $59
annually whe11 tl1e price of a first class stamp goes front 25 to 29
cents next month.
Pennies. you see. are usually
converted in10 dollars by those
with something to sell. A book of
20 new stamps, for instance, will
cost $5.80. A roll or 100 will sell
for $29.
Since few people ever buy a
si11gle postage stan1p, converting
tl1e new P,rice into even money
purchases is siniple enough. The
lasl thing postal officials want is
people using pennies to buy
stamps.
And then there's tl1is.
By dropping the new price a
penny.
tl1e
Postal
Rate
Comn1ission says it'll save
Americans $800 million a year.
Get tl1e point? Tl1is is hardly
penny ante busi11ess.
Back in 1885. il cost just two
cents to mail a first-class letter. It
took until 1974 before the price
ltit JO ce111~. l11 tl1e last 15 years.
;,•., n;--irlv lrinlerl .
··1i·s still the best bargain this
coun lry has to offer," a friend
said the other day in defense of
the new cost or a stamp. '' You
don't have to travel very far
outside this country to appreciate
that."
'
He's right.
But thatdoesn ·1 nlean !hat when
a five-cent postal rate increase is
cul a penny that ''a penny saved is
a penny earned ."
It would be nice to think during
these tol1gh econon1ic times that
consumers have gotten a real
break. Imagine what it would
n1ea11 if the $800 million saV ings
th~t's supposed to result from the
one-ce11t rollback :1ctuall)'
niaterialized.

AMC UNION STATION 9
Union Station (202) 842-37.51

- Reversal of Fortuoe (R) Sat. 7:20, 9:50.
Sun. 2:20, 4:.50, 7:20, 9:.50.
All shows before 6 p.m. S3.2S.

-Awakenings (PG-13) Fri.· Sun. 1, •4, 7,
9:40
- Kindergarten Cop (PG) Fri. and Sat.
1:20, •4:10, 7, 9:40. Sun.1:20, •4:10, 7:10,
9:30
-Flight of the Intruder (PG-13) Fri. and
Sat. 1: 10, •4, 7:10, 9:.50. Sun. 1:10, •4,
7:10, 9:40.
-Hamelt (PG) Fri . and Sat. 1:30, •4:40,
7:40, 10:30. Sun. 1:30, •4:30, 7:20, 10.
-Greencard (PG-13) Fri. and Sa1. 1:40, •.s,
7:30, 10:20. Sun. 1:40, •5, 7:30, 9 :50.
-Misery (R) Fri . and Sat. 2:.50, 7:40,
10:10. Sun. 2:50, 7:40, 10.
-Mermaids (PG-13) Fri. and Sal. 12:.50,
•5 :20. Sun. 12:50, •5:20.
-Home Alone (PG) Fri. and Sat. 12:.50,
• 5:10, 7:40, 10:10. Sun. 2, •5:10, 7:40, 10.
-Edward SciSM>rhands (PG-13) Fri. and
Sal. 1:50, 0 5:10, 7:30, 10. Sun. 1:.50, •.s:tO,
7:30, 9:50.'
-The Russia House (R) Fri. and Sat . •4:20,
7: 10, 10. Sun. 0 4:20, 7, 9:40.
-Look Who's Talking Too (PG) Fri, and
Sat. I . Sun . I .
•Twilight show all s~au SJ.50.

CJNEP LEX ODEON WISCONSIN

· AVENUE CINEhlAS
4000 Wisconsic Ave . NW (202) 244-0880

•
-Kindergarten Cop (PG-13) Fri. - Sun.
2:0.S, 4:3.S, 7:0.S, 9:3.S, •12.
--Greencard (P0-13) No pas&es. Fri .• Sun.
2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40, •12 :10.
-Awakening.'! (PG-13) No passes. Fri .•
Sun. 2:1.S, 4:4.S, 7: 1.S, 9:4.S, "12:10.
-Mermaids (PG-13) Fri. - Sun. 2:20, 4:50,
7:20, 9 :.50, • 12:10.
--Onc.c: Around (R) No passes. Fri . • Sun . •
2, 4:30, 7, 9:30, •12.
All late shows before 6 p.m. SJ.25.
"Latt;.show Fri. and Sat. only.

K·B CEREBERUS
3040 MST. NW (202) 337-1311
•
-Flight of the Intruder (PG-13) Sat . .S: 10,
7 :35, 9 :55, 0 12:15. Sun. 2:45, 5:15, 7:35,
•9:55, ·1 2:15.
-Awakening.'! (PG-13) Sat . 4:35, 7:05,
9:35, •1 2:0s. Sun. 2:05, 4:35, 7:05, 9:35,
•12:05 .
-Not Without My Daughter (PG-13) Sat.
4:.50, 7:15, 9:40. Sun. 2 :25, 4:50, 7:15,
9:40.
-Rocky Horror •Fri. and Sat. midnigh.t.
Fri. - Sun. first ma1inee S2 ..SO.
"Late show Fri. - Sun. only.

CINEPLEX ODEON DUPONT CIRCLE
1350 19th St. NW (202) 872-9555
-Edward SciSM>rhands (PG-13) Fri. - Sun.
2:15, 4:30, 7:15, 9:30, •11 :3.S.
--Sheltering Sky (R) On two screens. No
passes. Fri. - Sun. 2, 2:30, 4:4.S, 5:30, 7:30,
S:JO, •10:15, • 11:30.
-Hidden Agenda (R) Fri. - Sun. 2:10,
4:35, 7:10, 9:3.S, 0 11 :4.S.
-Nasty Girl (PG~·l 3) Fri .-Sun. 2 :20, 4:.50,
7:20, 9:4.S, • 11 :45.
All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.
"Late show Fri. and Sal. only.

K-B FOl!1NDRY 1·7
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW (202) 337-

0094
-Eve of Destruction (R) Sat. 5:20, 7:30,
9:40, • 11:.SO. Sun. 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40,
•11 :50.
-White Fang (PG) Sat. 5:05, 7:15, 9:25,
11:35. Sun. 2:55, 5:05, 7:15, 9:25, 0 11 :3.S.
- King of New York (R) Sat. 5:20, 7:45,
9:55, "12:05. Sun. 3:10, 5:20, 7:45, 9:55,
0
12:05.
- Edward SciSM>rhands (PG-13) Sat. S,
7: 10, 9:20. • 11:30. Sun. 2:50. 5, 7:10,
9:20, 0 11 :30.
- Home Alone (PG) Sat. 5:10, 7 :20. 9:30,
• 11 :40. Sun. 3, .5 :10, 7;20, 9:30, • 11 :40.
- Bonfire of the Vanities (R) Sat . .5, 9:50.
Sun. 5, 9:50.
- Mermaids (PG-13) Sar. 7 :25 , 0 12: 10.
Sun. 2:35, 7:25, "12 :10.
-Goodfe\las (R) Sat. 7, 9 :4.S. Sun. 3:30,
7' 9:4.S.
•Late show Fri.· Sun. only .

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE JENIFER
.5252 Wisconsin Ave. NW (202) 244-.5703
- Eve of Destruction (R) Sat. 7:10, 9:30.
Sun. 2 :10. 4:30, 7:10, 9:30.
- Llonheart (R) No passes. Sal. 7 :20, 9 :40.
Sun. 2 :10, 4 :40, 7:20, 9:40.
All shows before"6 p.m. $3.25 .

ClNEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE WFST END
23rd and M streets NW (202) 452-9020
-Home Alone (PG) Sat. 7, 9:30. Sun. 2,
4:30, 7, 9:30.
- Kindergarten Cop (PG) Sat. 7:10, 9:40.
Sun. 2: 10. 4 :40, 7: 10, 9:40.

see PENNIES, page 4
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University Realty.
Housing Referral Group

what the admissions office LOOKS
for in grad school applicants.

2618 Georgia Ave. NW
Suite 2200
Washington, DC 20001

•

VV.A.CJCJLE

Apartments, Houses, and Rooms

\

646 9TH, NE
(capitol hill area)

629 7TH STREET, NE

•

.,. '
""
splash
.

(capitol l1ill area)

'

9TH STREET, NW

•
.......

Obviously they want the best and the brightest, which would explain the Hawanan shirt .
They want the students who stand out- the kind of students
who have attended The Rankin Educational Group's Grad Bound
program.The graduate school prep program that not only teaches
you how to score high on the LSAT, GMAT or GRE, but shows you
how to write academic resumes and personal statements that get
you noticed. If you want to be the kind of student \vho gets
noticed, call now about Grad Bound's free d1agnost1c test.

f Ia P

420KENYON
STREET

block from
Howard Plaza)
(1

(near Drew Hall)

•
,

'

2908 11 TH ST, NW (near campus)

• One-on-one attention
• Unlimited tutorial

1451 CHAPIN STREET

• Flexible hours
• Ongoing diagnostic evaluation

if you want to get in, you've got to stand out.

(next to Meridian Hill bus line)
•

,

I

1203 COLUMBIA RD.
· ( (3 blocks from campus)
a

Rockville, MD (301)816-9500 • Waslti11gton, O.C_. (202) 659-1500
• New locations ope~~ in Mclea11, 'VA and Fairfax, VA call i-800-2-·
Ht for more informatio11.

· (Fonneriy )<na Rooltin• College Boond)

CALL 232-2222
,

•

•

•

.,
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Low sel f-esteem may lead an
.i ndividual lei obtain a 1attoo as a forn1 of
physical protectiori. The lalloo funclions
as a defense n1echanisn1, often wan1i11g

Bandoo

A recent nledical report stated the
body tattoo is often is linked to possible

u11derlying psychiatric conditions.
The laltoo has long been an object of
both fascination and revulsion. As early
as 2000 BC, taltoos were found on the
bodies of n1un1n1ies .
Once introduced to sai lors by
Polynesian won1e11 i11 1769, tattoos

quickly becan1e popular to the Western
culture - being worn by criminals and
drug addicts to European nobility .

psychologists'

and

psychiatrists' studies have attempted to ·

correlate tattoos \\'ith specific psychiatric
diagnoses, such as schizophrenia,

"
The sttidy indicated

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•
Re c ent cu tback s at Howard 's
•
University Ho s pital (HUH) have
~esulted in various di[ficulties, according
to students. staff. and patients.
'' I' ve been working here (HUH) for
the past six yea rs and I' m sad to sa)' that
the amount of fa c ilities and supplies the
hospital usual\ y has had. has decreased ..,
said Sharon Jones. a HUH nu ~e.
Jones also noted that many tin1es the
ho~pi t al runs low on stock items ranging
from cotton balls to patient beds.
fo r the past ten years. accord ing to a
jl?l! rce who wished rem ained name less,
ihe hospital has steadil y been declinin g
in its ability to n1aintain a clean and
workable environn1e 11t.
According to the pat ient accoun ts
depangient , one reason for the shonage
of funds·is 98 pe rce nt oft he patients are
on either medi caid Or medicare. making
collection of fees difficul t.
''Howard has been here ever since I
moved in this neighborhood 20 )'Cars
ago and I would hate to see its doors
closed," said Mrs. Lillie Hammond, an
outpatient in treatment
Like many HUH outpatients.

vo.1
DA l>LANE,
t>A 1'1.AME.1

"

HU Hospital's financial
,problems take their toll
By Yolanda o·aulnn

PLAY. SO I GOT
A COUPLE.

tliat the desire for
personal ide11tity.is
tlze_strongest
psycliologic need
f11llfilled by tlze
tattoo

personality disorder. or with adverse
social circun1st.111ces. such as poverty .
The study indicated that the desire olhers to keep their distance . ,
According to psychologists, latloos
for personal identity is the strongest
psycholo'!ic need fulfjlle-d by the tattoo . also n1ay fu11c1ion as expressions of
Tattoos often make a statement about sexuality. The study reports a strong
who the individual is or \vishes 10 be . association in n1ales between tattoos
Also. the tattoo n1a)' be worn to and homosexual orientation. sexual
compensate for self-perce ived sadomasochism. bondage, or fetishism .
For example. a question n1ark on the
inadequacies.
Tattoos may also denote a person's . second phalanx of the ring finger of the
group affiliation. Tattoos have often left hand indicates bisexuality among
identified members of a particular tribe. \_emale prison inmates in Californ ia.
Four dots on a finger of either hand
militar)· service. and street gang.
The study reports that a common indicates a le sbian orientation .
characteri stic of tattooed individuals is
The study indicated that individuals
that wear tattoos arc like ly to be studied
low self-esteem.

I

"'a•

' ' '-r• •

Hammond would not be able to lr<1\·e1 to
another hospital for 1reatme11t if th e
hospital were to close.
Cutbacks from previous budget
revi sions have shortened staff an d
employee benefit s.
Clara Mason. a secretary who has
worked at HUH for the past12 )'ea rs.
said because of recent cutbacks in the
staff. she now works ten hours a day to
complete tasks that were originally
intended fo r two people.
'' It 's ridiculou s, they cutback every
year and the staff gets sn1 aller and
smalle r," Mason said.
Patients complain that the n1 edical
care they receive is not up to their
standards. For example, Ronald Harris,
a diabetic patient. sa id he remen1bers a
time when the pharn1 acy was low on
insulin and told him to come back later.
Medica l students also have gripes.
Some complain lh at the y are at a
disadvantage because facilitie s are not
up to date .
'' I visited my friend who is in medical
school in Michigan and they have state·
of-the-art medical facilities," said Raj
Mamood, a second year medical HUH .
Kevin Lofton . and Ron Jones . the
financial director, could not be reached
for con1men1.

be trying to fulfill needs enginee red by
the ir damaged egos. These individuals
n1 ay be trying to fulfill needs by their
damaged egos.

in correlatLon with personality disorders.
particular!)' the anti-social personality
disorder. Characterist ics of persons with
this dislJrder arc fai lure to plan ahead.
impulsiveness, and reckJ tssncss about
their .o wn safety .

Tattoos arc oft ~ n associated with
schizophrenia personality disorder,
although no study has yet shown this
connection to be statistically significant.
Although a si ngle tattoo may seem to
be no n1ore than body ornamentation
with
little
psycho pathologic
signifi cance , it may also serve as an
indication o f underl)•ing psyc hiatri c
problem s.

Psyc hiatrists and psycho logists
continue to study groups that wear tattoos
most often. including sailors. criminals,
ps)•chiatric patients, and drug addicts.
The study also said alcohol and
psychoactive substance abusers also
have a tendency to wear body tattoos.
Individuals with these disorders may

Gargle or not io Gargle
If you gargle when you
get a dry, scratchy throat or
hoarse voice, yo u ' re
wasting your time and may
be hurting yourself, says a
George Mason Universily
ear no se and throat
specialist.
Dr. William Fedele, an
assistant clinical professor
of surgery, had 15 patients
gargle With a special dye
solution while he x-rayed
their throats. In all cases,
Fend ele reported, the
solution fai led to reach
much beyond the botton1
of ihe pharynx, which is
high up in the throat.
Unless you've got
tonsillitis, gargling doesfi 't
help. Indeed, if you gargle
noisily to relieve a hoarse
voice (caused by an
inflamed larynx), "you are
going to hurt your vocal

cords." The gargling sound
slams together the vocal
cords and attached cartilage.
"Save you r vocal cords.
If you must gargle , don 't
• make the gargling noise!'
F- e d e I e ' s
recommendation for sore
throats is as follows: Limit
la Iking, drink 10 glasses of
waler a day, steam for five
minutes four times a day
with a vaporizer, and use
glycerin cough drops to
lubricate the throat " Be
sure not to use mint or
menthol, " said Fedele.
Dr. Jeron1e Goldstein,
vice presidenl of the
An1erican Academy of
Otolaryngology/Head and
Neck Surgery, agreed with
Fed ele.
Go ld stei n
suggested using a throat
irrigation device to get back
there.
0

-

NEW SUMMIT MEDICAL CENTER
"HABLAMOS ESPANOL''
United States
Department of State
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TATTOOS GET

'

Hiiitop Staff Reporter
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Medical report connects
.Tattoos to psychological
disorders, sexuality

Today,
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By Michelle

•

M-F8AM-6PM
SAT 7:30 AM - 3:30 PM.
1630 EUCLID ST N.W
(CORNER OF EUCLID & 16TH ST. NW)

"New Start"- Eight Elen1ents to Health
Maintain in g health is better
and cl1eaper than regaining
health . Despite billions of
dollars spent on cures for
cancer. arthritis, high blood
pressure, and other degenercitive
diseases, the number of new
cases is soa ring each year.
''Isn't it time to switch tactics?''
God in His wisdom has given
to us eight keys that. if followed
would, in many cases, keep us
in good health or alleviate the
diseases that are overtaking the
world today. The name "new
start" is an acronym used for the
. eighl elements of health.
N- Nutrition : Eat for
strength (proper diet) Fruit,
nuts. grains
and vegetables
E- Exercise: 45 minutes lo
one hour walking
W- Water: 6-8 (8 oz) glasses
daily: intern al and external use
distill ed and spring
S· Sunshine: 15-20 minutes
dail y (outdoors)
T· Temperance: SelfControl ; abstinence from al l
things which
arc harmful
and moderate use of that which
is healthful A· Air: Deep breathing 1020 cycles daily from the
abdon1inal
R- Rest: 7-9 hours nightly,
sleep. nap, and meditation
T- TrUst in the divine power:
God crealed us and He knows
what it takes to keep us in good
health when we, through
ignorance. or knowingly,
disobey His laws of health .
The New Start program is
not like other programs; it is a
system that covers the mind,
and spirit bot h in health and in
sickness. based on a practical
recognition a9d systematic
carrying out of the eight laws of
heal th in their entirety (not be
applied in fragments).
Why eigh1? Because it is a
nun1ber that God offers use for
resurrection. life and new
beginning.
As you read through the
description of the N.e w Start
program and how-to use them in
your life, )'OU are bou.nd to be

struck by their extreme
simplicity.
·
You cannot eat everything,
live all types of ways and expect
to have good health: The.body
operates on law; so in order to
have good health, we must live
healthfully. Health· is not by
chance nor either is it left in the
hands of others. I worked at a
health conditioning center
where these eight principles
formed the framework for
patient therapy. Even though
they were charged five to six
hundred dollars a week to learn
of these principles, I will share
these with you at no cost. ·
The New Start program is
really a contemporary recovery
of principles of a health ·
movement that flourished
during the late 19th century
when the medical practice was
more empirical than rational .
Rebelling against the common
travesties of rational practice,
several physicians started a
medical revolution know as
health reform. John Harvey

Kellogg, one of the best knowheal1h reformers in America
since thal time, spear-headed
this movement of rational
therapy. The BatUe Creek
Sanitarium, whi~ he founded in
Michigan in 1877, became a
model for health care in the last
part of the 19th century and first
part or the 20th century. Many,
from all over the world, Hock to
his sanitarium to learn of these
principles. However, lhe New
Start program goes rurther than
the 19th century. It goes back
10 a place called Eden.
According to Genesis, the book
or beginnings, Eden was the
place where human lire started.

God placed Adam and Eve in a
perfect environment and gave
them 'a perfect diet to produce · ..

the besftype of health.
As Was ment!pned earlier,
this is the basic framework for
health. If you believe these
principles might benefit you,
check with a nutritionist or
doctor before starting.

By Halbert H. Brown, owner of
"This is It" natural food truck.

'
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CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Dtplomatf.c Security

eFAMILY PLANNING

Saturday.
Jant1ary 26. 1991

•CONTRACEPTIVES
•Sonograms•Pregnancy Testing
•Counseling
•Full Gynecology Services
•GENERAL PRACTICE

•Sexually Transm:hcd Diseases
•Herpes•Aids(S:d") •'.::hlamydia
•
•SERVICES STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
•MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
•MOST INSURANCE ACCEPTED

10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Dlplo1nallc Sec urity
'l'rainlng FacUlty '
2216 Gallows Road

•

BY APPOINTMENT

Dunn Loring. VA

337-7200

For More Information
Call: (2021 663-0056

OR

'

STAR IS FRIDAY, JANUARY 18th

296-1661
•

•

•
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Hip Hop

GLAMOUR!S

continued fro111 page I
own ' ' T\\' O Kings In a Cipher'' are o ne of

the invited guests). '' Bitches. Skeezers,
and Hoes," (which wi ll be about artists
wl10 refer to women or themselves in a
•
derogator)' fashion), Getl.ing Your
Records Played, and fina ll y. The
Business of Running a Record Company.

1 9

9

•

As the conference draws near, the
organizers expect a favorable turnout
from the studen ts and o lher people

1

interested in the music business. Most

APPLICATIONS CAN BE P CKED UP IN
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
BLACKBURN CENTER · ··
)

DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 15, 1991

of 1he participants have already
confirmed their atte ndance. and the

conference has received a lot of financial
si1pport fron1 several record companies.
In a final statement, Si lvers said,
''This event promises to be of major
significance ; the industry recognizes its
great potential becau s e industry
presidents, managers, artists, and
pron1oters are stead ii y calIing to confirm
their invitations."

•
Queen Latllah

Is know for her unique style.

Cosby Kid

•

•

•

continued from page 1

•

,..

, who is the lucky girl? The answer?
Sorry girls, he's not talking (can you
bl ame hi~?); however, he did take time
out to say what he liked in a female (for
all hopefuls, this could be you).
•
'' I guess I like what every male likes,"'
he says. ''I think all males basically like
the same things--a nice personality, a
good sense of humor and someone you
have thi ngs in common wi1h---jus1 in ·
differe nt degrees."
But co me now-let's be honest.
Surely Lee must run intowhatotherssee
as the '' Big-Head syndrome.'' ''Initially,
1
when I first came here [afte["Lean On
Mc ··1. an)'\hing I would do people would
auton1atically think I was arrogant, you
know?'' Lee says rhetorically ... I didn't
think they [recognized} me, so I came
off differently than people would
expect.''
''You have your Bell, Biv DeVoes
drivinglhrough [so) I didn'tthinkpeople
thought much of what I'd done. I guess
I wasn't taking myself as seriously as I
should have, so people just didn ' t
understand me ...I would never think I
was better than anybody else. It's just
that the job I bad daring the sur:nmer
paid a lot and l got a Jot of exposure from

CONSIDERING A
SUMMER INTERNSHIP
IN
MARKETING, MANAGEMENT,
OR ~ ADVERTISING?
•
•

Looking for experience at the # 1 marketing
company in the world. the possibility of receiving
a Procter & Gamble Scholarship. and a great salary?

I
'

f

...

JI .

Now really. Could ya ask for anything
more?

Cisco

'

!

continued from page 1

/

PROCTER . & GAMBLE

•

INVITES STUDENTS WITH ANY MAJOR TO

SEND YOUR RESUMES BY JANUARY 25, 1991 TO BE
CONSIDERED FOR THE CLOSED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE TO:
Procter&. Gamble
Howard Recruiting/ 9C - G.O.
P.O. Box 599
Cincinn9ti, OH 45201-0599

*Tuesday, Fe bruary 19. 1991 - Career Planning & Placement
*Wed11esday. February 20 . 1991 - School of Business

IF YOU HAVE A STRONG MOTIVATION TO ACHIEVE,
AN OUTSTANDING RECORD OF LEADERSHIP,
AND STRONG ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATION SKILLS....

'

WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU!

•

* Fo r furth er i11f o rmati o n. call th e H o ward P&G H o tli11e 1-8()()-777-1921 *

·-

•

>

•

'

..

Or Sign Up For An Open On-Campus Interview As Follows:

poisoning that are being attributed to
drinking Cisco, but he pointed out that
alcohol poisoning is not rare.
''There are many instances pf alcohol
poisoning associa ted with a wide variety
of alcoholic use,'' he said.
The company also has asked
distributors and retailers to make sure
Cisco is not placed next to wine coolers
in stores, Sands said.
(John Machacek writes for Gannett
News. ) ·

Pennies
continued from page 2
•

But, of course, it's practically
in1possiblc to realize the kind of savings
postal officials arc talking about. This
month, a book of 20 first-class stamps
wi ll cost you $5. Next month-with the
proposed 5-cent hike cut by a penny the cost goes up to $5.80.
Talk all you want about a penny saved,
but this still translates into an 8().cent
increase to me.
For-those of you who think even four
cents is chump cha nge, this bike in the
first-cla ss rate will earn the post office
about $3.2 billion.
But don ' t despair. The increase should
help the post office raise the $48 billion
it needs to finance its operations this
year. Nearly 85 percent of this money
will be used to pay the salaries and

.J

benefits of the 660,000peoplc who work
for the Postal Service.
Put another way, just four cents from
the cost of the new stamps will be
invested in the equipment and
technolngy needed 'to make postal
operations helter. The other 25 cents
will go into the pockets of postal workers.
A penny for your thoughts. (De Wayne
Wickham writes for Gannett News
Service.)

. •'•
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FIND OUT HOWATTEND ONE OF THE FINANCIAL AID SEMINARS

Compliments of
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Date

-- -

•

T in1 e

1.r}c.:it i on

St ude11 t /Gent> r d 1 Pubtif-

2 - 4 pm

1/25/91

Bl:.ickburn Audit o rium

2/07/9 1

Blackburn Fo r um

2/18/91

Bl ac kbu rn Audit o rium

2

2/28/91

Blackburn ..'\.uJitorium

2

2 : )0 - 4:40 pm

-

,\udie11ce

Community / Other s

4 pm

S tud t:?n t /Ge11e r al Pub I ic

4 pm

C0mml111it y / Otl1ers

,

•

•
'
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COMICS
•

•

.

'.

•

•

Ozark·&,· Company

•

~

-.

'

•

fi'iJiJrut fi)~ fili

Unscramt>le these four Jumbles,

-~-------'----·-------

one letter to each square, to lomt
lour ordinary 'NOJds.

--

HURTI

.
~

D.m11"..

. rr-,

•

\Y

THAT SCRAMBLED WOAD GAME
~~by Henri Arnold and Bob lAe

•

•

El1!4>.t"r.:.

l

-':[,'
' /"
+s c~ rl.,.,,,:{c
movr'"' a. lo ·
, ~'er.
I
'.. .

REZIP

•

'

-· ovT

r-

I

I dl.E\-l!ll'!l

.

~·

•

•

D

'

Lu-~

'"

fl

BRAM KE

HE 5EEMEC'

'5AW 1 1'1~

1
TUG ELL

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as sui;t
gested by the above cartoon.

•

•

(XX XIX]"

Prlntanswerhere: "

•

'

,.0 !IE

WOOC' IN Hl5
'51.UM,,Elli !!ECAU5E
,.H IS WAS IN IT.

· .. l:l3Br-in1 .• - 11 U! seM s11.11 esne:J9Q
Jeqwn1s Stl.I u1 pooM Bu!MES aq 01 pewee-; aH

.l31ln'D

>11::1VBV'43

3ZU::!d

:JBMSUV

HJ.nl:ll :89!Qwnr

~o.A, ;-1''5 ... w...;t
o..m:f\vr<'-, Ipr£$Sd
t~

-tf.,;rJ.

1+·~

~loor,

b.rf-

5fi ''" .'
ltflr;J~ ID'\l ~THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
~ ~ ~~· by Henri Arnold and Bob lee
Unscramble these four Junlolea,
one let!• to each square, to form

I--

tour ordinary words.

You'll live through II

,

'

LEZBA

\

·=---"

ALCKO
'I

•

JUMP START™ by Robb Armstrong
As w.;, we HAllf
TO KrJOWfti16f AID.

'":fJ ITS L-l t'E W< '17€
PAf2T DOCTOIZ •..

,

MO DI'. COU(l.5€
WI> l'NJW THf
!-AW, 5o W£ '(2&
PAi;tr LAW'/€(l..

GfT l'AIO ll /'£

Wo

DO~'f

A UX"TlllZ

~

NAULCY

Knock knock
Who's there? ·
Hilltop
Hilltop who?
Hilltop's back

•

so Ho\11 C-oM€

A LAW'/€fl?

.eYee~ows.

CAPTEK

Now arrange the clrcied letters to

form the surprise answer, aa suggested by the abowt c.-toon.

Prtntanswerhere:

A(--X-X-]oF( IX I I J

>IOl11d :IQ 101 "'
- s..v.cuqe.Ae OU 8.\111.l 0 1 S9)fel II lll\IM

.13>10Vd

A::>VNnl

>IVOlO

:JllMSU\'

3ZV'18 .lllQWnr

-

'
•

'

4 - IJ

WHA'T J'T TAKE5
,.0 HAVE NO

In full force

•

.

,

•

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS
•

NW

Scaa•i• I at S825

'

•

The abiltt)' to mo,,.. peos:il• ha *"'II tt11n Mhdmark Ol:a ,::;:,=·greal le&der. Md fer men...., 11$ )li!Nd, &11111•• has bind
mote ways to l'l10W S*f'I...,, ~·lfy....,.,,..
II At.
Eurape's largtSI and
1icone1Wgn1tnrnu11_1•... ol
efeVatofS, enerl 1tcn. and pattlllglf com!IJOA!t W9~:fti· - ~
searching Jot qualified ii a o-~• tQ_ ft\•IDP IOd .,.,.. ~,.IHRnit ___ -::~;,.

,,,

the"'°'"'

•

_
-
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NCAA passes new rules
By Christopher Taylor
Hiiitop Staff Reporter
First of a three part series

The

85th

annual

NCAA

Convention concluded last week in
Nashville, and had several changes

that will affect the make up of col lege
athletics. The National Collegiate
Athletic Association is the governing
' for all college athletics, which
body
1

sets rules and guidelines for all
colleges (Division I, II, II I) to follow .
The thinking behind many of the

changes were to: l . reform current
policies 2. cut costs. ·
Legislation approved at the
convention includes:

1. Voting to phase out athletic dorms
and restrict athletes training-table

meals.
2. Limited athletes' playing and

mandatOf)' practice time to four hours

\,

a day and20 hours a week, and their off.
season workouts to eight hours a week
(guaranteeding them one day off a week)
3. Reduced the mfximum number of
scholarships in all Division 1 sports by
10 percent (example: Basketball
scholarships \viii be cut from 15 to 13).
4. Reduced or limited all Division I
coaching staffs.
5. Limited the nun1ber of weeks that
teams can practice and compete to 26
In the Howard athletic program there
is varied opinion on the consequences
o~ the actions. T\VO coaches. one of a
revenue producing sport: n1en ' s
basketball coach Butch Beard, and nonrevenue : tennis coach Larry Strickland.
have son1e\vhat different vie\vs. based
on the position of their program.
Phasing out athletic dorms :
Beard: I am infav or of that . (athletes
living with s1udents) You can get an
overall feel of college atmosphe~. When
_L\Vas at school, (Louisville) 1wds not in

I~

Hilltop Staff Reporter

\\'11si1 the ne\v uniforn1s? Or inspired
effort 'l \Vhate\ er it \vas, it sure \VOrked
as tlie Lady Bison combo of junior's
Angel itta Elliot and Rosal)•n E\'ans\vas
too niuch for Delaware State. as HO\\'ard
\l.'On a 78-62 blo\vout. This \vas in fror'11
o f 400 people in their home conference
opener Saturda)' night .
Ho\vard (4- 7, 2-1 i11 the MEAC) after
trailing earl)' 14-13, 111an11ged to take
control of tl1e gan1e b)' halftin1e. The
Lad)' Biso n led b)' as 111an)' as 20 points
in the seco11d half to post their second
str<1ight ,,·in.
Elliot. a transfer'guard front C:1nad:1.
1

scored a game high 19 points and got
seven rebounds in 32111inutes. For'''<1rd
Ros..'ll)•n Evan s scored 18 points and got
a gan1e high 15 rebounds in 27 n1inutes
"of pla)'ing 1in1e.
After tl1e l-lornets had 14- 13 lead.
Elliot ke)~e d :19-0 run \vjth a free thro"'
and basket after a st rong nlO\'e to. the
l1ole . Ellioit then scort.d-.eigl11 111ore
points in the l1alf ;-is How;1rd buil t a 3826 advant;1ge.
''Ake)' toni.ght. \\'e were able to sl1oot
the bt1lJ ...,iell.11nd Elliott had an e.xcellent
ga1ne, " ~nid llowc1rd head co:1cl1 Sanya
T)'ler ..(· ""'
Tl1e seco11d l1alf \V<1s more of tl1e
same as Eva11s sho\vca sed lier sk ills
with ti n :1ssortn1ent of short r:1nge
jun1persand lil)'UpS. The lad)' Bison had
thei r biggest le;1d :1t 54-34 \Vi th 11 :54

Ex-players
do well
in·NFL

·•we 've had a very high success rate
•
with our ~ids making it in the league,''
says Wilson, who played with the Denver
Broncos and Dallas Cowboys. ··We teach
the techniques and systems the pro teams
run and !he scouts understand this. Most
small schools do not run NFL-type
systems or play tough competition. We
run the right system, and with the likes
By Jesse Batten
Of Temple (at Philadelphia's Veterans
Stadium) and Alcorn State (in the Circle
Special to the Hilltop
City Classic at the Hoosie r Dome) in
Three years ago, Troy Kyles was 1991, we are strengthcningourschedule. ··
Kyles, who caught seven passes for
a reserve wide receiver in a runoriented offense o n the Ho,vard 144 yards in a limited role his first three
University football team . Today, he years at Howard benefited tremendously
is a wide receiver with the New York from Wilson's arrival in 1989. The
Giants preparing lo take on the two- Detroit native worked hard on hiS' pass
time National Football League routes and concentration level during
champion San Francisco 49ers in the the offseason to improve his output to 10
National Football Conference catches for 223 yards and four
touchdowns as the Bison 's deep threat
Championship.
What Kyles and many of his target his final season.
''~fy career at Howard was not that
former Howard Bi so n teammates
have done in the last three years is spectacular but I ran good tin1es for the
help take Howard 's football program scouts (4.3 in the 40-yard dash) and
to a higher level . Under the tu1elage showed them I had the ability to go deep
of two-year coach Steve Wilson, who my last year,'' said Kyles. ''I received a
played 10 seasons in the NFL, the nun1ber of calls draft day and after
Bison are learning professional discussing my Qptions with Coach
Wilson , I decided New York would be a
football techniques.
In addition to Kyles, Jin1mie • good place for me.
''I have a lot of respect for Coach
Johnson (tight end, Washington
Redskins) ,
Sean
Vanhorse Wilson and I thank him for both helping
(cornerback on injUred reserve , me get the opportunity and preparing
Mi8mi Dolphins), Derrick Faison n1e for it. I arri a good example that if you
(wide receiver, Los Angeles Rams) are determined and have some talent.
and David Westbrooks (defensive you can niake it in this league. ''
Kyles, who has caught four passes
end, Minnesota Vikings) all
experienced time in football 's for 77 yards in eight games since being
activated off the Giants' practice squad,
ultimate league.

,

Strickland: The guidelines fall into
\\'hat I do now.
On the reduction of scholarships:
Beard: This makes Coaches work
harder in evaluation, you cannot effort
to n1ake a mistake in giving a kid a
scholarship. There is no next line of
defense. This n1akes it harder for middle
and lower Division I schools to compete
with the bigger pnes.
Strickland: With the amount of
scholarships I have, I will not be affected.
Limiting or reducing coaching staffs :
Beard: We arc not going to be affected

Under NCAA leglslatlon Cook Hall will not be an athletic dormitory
by this (Beard has two assistant coaches,
and a graduate assistant~ which is under
the current NCAA limit). More coaches
would, help me in things like film
breakdown and recruiting.
Strickland: (Does not have staff that is

affected)
The change that will affect the
coaches .

I ! Howard 's defen-sive play , which
included a 2-3 zone' at ti"n1es.
2. Good inside pla)' with four people
in double figures (Felicia Oliver
15 points. Robson 15 points)
PO~I

GA>\IE NOTES

played a fall and spring schedule
both. Now I will have to start
practice in mid ·November. My
practice time will b~ further limited
because I have no indoor courts to
program .
~ work on. This change is an unfair
Strick.land: (The n1easurewhichwill disadvantage, becau!:iC it eliminate
prohibit practice and playing season t
the fall season for east coast (tennis)
be no more than 26 weeks for both) I teams.

...,
,,..
"
,

Dela\vare State shot 19 of 65 for
.288 percent. Howard out rebounded
the ~l ornets 54 to 37.

\V 0 ~I E N ' S ·BAS K ET BA LL
NOTEBOOK
Se11ior guard Felicia Olive1 \\'as
11:1n1ed MEAC Won1en's Player of the
week. Oliver. 5 '8". is f ram Newark. NJ.
and liad 39 poinis. 14 rebound s, eigl11
:1ssists. and seven steals in two victorie s.
Since the last Hilltop paper . date(I
Dec. 14. the Ll.1dy Bison have gone 2·3.
At St . Peter's 50- 70 (L ). at George Maso11
62-65 (L), at North Carolina A1..'{T 4258 (L), South Caroli na State 69-61 (L).
Oli\'er is averaging 13.5 poi111 s. 4.7
rebound s. and 3.3 assists per gan1e thi s
season.

graduated from Howard with a B.S.
degree in radiologiclechnology last year.
The other former Howard Bison also
made contributions to the success of
their te.a,m_s.
Johnson, a 1988 all-MFAC selection
for the Bison, caught 15 passes for 218
yards and two touchdowns as a parttime starting H-Back in his second
campaign with the Redskins. The
Augusta, Ga., native, who also played
basketball one year at Howard, graduated
with a B.A. dcgrCe in consumer studies

in 1989.
Faison led the Rams in receiving
during the preseason as a rookie free
agent after not playing football for a
year. The three-sport athlete at Howard

(football, track and basketball) bolds
Bison rec:qrds for touchdown receptions
in a career (21), game (four) and season
(9 along with Johnson). The Lake City,
S.C., native caught three passes for 27
yards and a touchdown as a reserve with
the Rams this year.
''J started low on the depth chart but
I knew if I worked hard I would have a
chanccofmakingthetcam, ''says Faison,
who is seven credits away from receiving
his degree in broadcast communications.
''Talking to Coach Wilson before going
out there really helped me a lot because
he knew what it would take.''
Westbrooks signed with the Chicago
Bears last spring after a solid career on
the Bison's defensive line. Although he
was cut by the Bears in training camp,
1
he later signed with the Minnesota
Vikings in the middle of the season. The
Miami native was activated off the
practice squad for the final two games of

'

Forward Kelsey Sturdivant gets an easy layup

PHOTOS BY KEVIN LEE

Men's woes continue
By Christopher Taylor
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A crowd of 1800 people urged the
li o\vard University Men ·s Basketball
1ean1 o n as they p la ~, ed !heir first hon1e
and con ference gan1e of the sc niester.
Unfo rtuna1el)' the BiS<1n could not send
the fans hon1c 'vi th a \vin as they dropped
<1 77-73 decision to Dele\vare State
•
Saturday night at Burr G)•m.
'The
Mid-Eastern f Athletic
Confere nce lost keeps Ho\vard on a
do\vn\vard 'spiral . , The tean1 has lost
11ir1e in a ro\v and is no\\' 1-13 O\•e rall.
and 0-3 in the MEAC.
Saturda)•nigh t's effort \Vas indicative
of hO\V the tean1 l1as played this season.
A late con1eback b)' the Bison falls short

the year.
Vanhorse, who Sl\ffered an injury in
mini camp after being the Dolphin's
sixth·round pick of last year's draft,
spent the entire season on injured reserve .
The Baltimore native is close to receiving
his degree in physical therapy. He was
the fourth Howard player drafted in the
last three years along with Harvey Reed
(Chicago, eighth round, 1988), Johnson
(Washington, 12th round, 1989) and John
Javis(Denver Broncos, 12th round, 1989).
Two other former Howard players,
cornerback Anthony Davis and safety
James Moses, also received NFL
opportunities as free agents. Davis was
signed by the Cleveland Browns last
February. After being released late in
camp, he went north to the Canadian
Football League to play for the Ottawa
Rough Riders. Moses signed with the
Chicago Bears after the draft but was cut
in training camp.
Led by freshman wide receiver/punt
returner Gary Harrell, who led the Bison
in receiving and all NCAA Division l·
AA players in punt returns this ye3.r,
Howard had an outstanding recruiting
class in 1990.
''I feel that we can go out and get the
best recruits because they can get it all
here. They can get positive experiences
here socially, academically and
athletically,'' says Wilson, who was a
star receiver at Howard from 1975 to
1978. ''The success of our players in the
NFL has forced some highly touted local
kids as well others from around the
country to seriously take a look at
Howard . ''There has always been a
stigma against the black colleges that

PHOTO BY JAMES sot.DEN

Beard: The cutback in time (coaches
can have contact with prospects) kills
us. We have a tough enough time
recruiting now ... We will just have to
\l.'Ork even harder to sell the (Howard)

KEYS TO YICTORY ~

Lady Bison on track
By Christopher Taylor

day .

left, aft_e r forward Willena Robson 's
la)' UP basket.
Delaware State, remembering
Howard 's 84-60 victory in their last
meeting in the finals of the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference tournament. hung
tough . Guard Stacy Newson1e·s free
throw with 3:05 remaining, cut the lead
to 69-60. But l-loward responded with
an 8-0 run , and the game ended 78-62.
''We had a good comeback al the end
but we couldn't pull through,·· said
Hornets head coach Mar)' ''Honey''
Lamb-Bowman . ''Their height hurt us
tonight. but our n1ain problem was our
defensive play ... They (Howard) played
good ibut are not the main contenders
Ifor the MEAC litlel liKe they were last
)'ear."
··we did pretty good tonigl1t. \Ve
played as a·team," added T)•ler.

Forward Kim Wright (25) snares a rebound

,

a athletic dorn1, and it was not that bad.
Strickland: I thi11k athletes should
live together. The older athletes can
help"the younger ones academically and
cqpe with a new environment.
Lint i ting the a mount of practice hours'
in a week:
Beard: I don't try to practice 20 hours
a week. At most. I will go 2 1/2 hours a

as the tean1 allowed the ~Iornct s to get an
earl)' lead.
The Bison \Vhonever ldd in this game,
pulledcloseat 11-IOwith 12:47togoin
the fir st half, after a basket by forward
Julius McNeil .
Dclew arc State (9-4, 3-0) slowly
increased their first half lead, and got a
big thre~ point basket from about 30 feet
b~, guard En1manual Davis (game high
31 points), at the buzzer to give the
Hornets a 36-26 advantage.
l-loward, which has played hard in
c\ ery gan1e so far, battled back from the
ten point deficit to only trail 72-70with
39 seconds remaining after the guard
Milton B}'num (tea m high 18points)hit
two free throws. The foul shots came
after he was fouled in the act ofshooting.
The Bison then had to resort to fouling
1

in order to get the ball back. Howard
forwatd Kelsey Sturdivant fouled
Emmanual Davis. Davis hit both free
throws with 31 seconds left. How;rrd
guard Martin Huckaby was fouled on
. Howard 's possession. He made one of
two free throws to make the score 7+
71.
But Delaware State guards Victor
Ford and Davis hit three of four free
throws to ice the game at 77· 71, as
Bynum got an uncontested layup at the
final buzzer to cut the score to 77·73.
'' Well we didn't play well early._
tonight ... You don't win wtfen you don't
shoot well or rebound,•• Howard head
coach Butch l .i ri.l said as he summed
up the tcan1s ~
rt.
l .Ho"'ard .. ad problems checking
Dclc\\'are Stale guard Emmanual Davis
who had 32 points, eight assists, and
three steals.
2.Dclaware State had a five minute
stretch where they did not score a point,
but Howard did not take advantage,
only getting six points.
,

POST GAME NOTES
Howard shot ,338 from the ,field.
Deleware State only had four people
that scored.

MEN'SBASKETBALL
NOTEBOOK • ·
Since December 14, (the last hilltop
edition) Howard results have gone as
such. At St . John 's 65- 78 (L), Townson

State 62- 77 (L), at Gonzaga 6.7- 79 (L~
at Georgia Tech . 77-84 (L), at North

Carolina A &. T 84-87 (L), at South
Carolina State 85-87 OT (L).
Guard Milton Bynum h~splayedwell
and scored in double figures in every
game since being inserted into the
starting lineup several weeks ago.
Forward Tyrone Powell will up out
of action for about seven with a broken
jaw which occurred in practice last week.

Moultrie
•
resigns
By Christopher Taylor
Hilltop Staff Reporter:

Former HU receiver Troy

Kyles
there is no exposure, '' he adds.
''When you consider the Walter
Payton's, Jerry Rice's and Doug
Williams's, there is obviously talent
on black college campuses and the
scouts know it. You can come to
Howard, get an outstandi ng
education and exposure as a player.
You will not lose out on an
opportunity to play in the NFL, if
you have the talent."
As illustrated by sophomore
punter Cedric Rawl"' 1 layers also
have the option ot.. being multi·
sport athletes. In addition to the
workload of being the Bison 's
punter and an honor student in
chemistry, Rawls has also managed
to contribute as a part·time starter
on Howard ' s nationally ranked
soccer team .

William P. Moultrie resigned from
his position asathleticdirectorat Howard
effective Dec. 6. Moultrie, who has
been head track coach at Howard since
1973, will now continue in that capacity.
·· Because of the demands of both
positions being very time consuming, I
felt that it was only fitting that I make a
decision. After meeting with President
(Franklyn G.) Jenifer and Dr. (Steven)
Favors, I requested to be assigned to
track full·time, '' said Moultrie.
Favors, currently the vice·presi9ent
for student affairs, is organizing a
university search committee that will
begin to look for qualified candidates.
Favors is handling athletic department
matters in the interim, until a replacement
has been selected. Favors has already
represented Howard at the ~CAA \
Convention held last week in Nashville.
'' Moultrie has done a fine job for us,
•• said Favors in a statement released to
the media . '' He felt he needed more time
to develop the track program and we
support him. We will now begin a
search to find an individual with the
hands-on experience and the vision to
develop further the Howard University
athletic program.··
As track coach, Moultrie has been
named to the Olympic track and field

coaching staff (1984, 1992) and the
NCAA Track and Field Committee.
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ILLT PICS
Cramton Box Office, deadline 1/22/91
Noni· 319·1684.

HAPPENINGS
INFORMATION
-ON
THE
FOLLOWING TOPICS MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM THE OFFICE OF
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. RM. 117 OF
THE BLACKBURN CENTER:
Discount tickels forselec1ed Washington
Bullets games are available with special
Bullets/Howard University Office of
~tudent Activities flyers .
Glan1our Magazine announces its 1991

TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMEN
C::O MPETITION for college juniors.
Winners will receive a cash prize ,
national recognition, an all-expenscspaid trip to New York City to meet with
top professionals, and a photograph and
S}'nopsis of accomplishments in the
October 1991 is s ue of Glamour
Magazine.
STUDENTS! Do not be taken by Spring
Br eak packages. Check for price
additions
and
quality
of
accon1modations before you pay your
hard earned money ! ! ! ! If you are
interested in a particular trip. bring your
information 10 the Office of Student
activities and we will be glad to schedule
an appointment to look over your trip
with you.

ATTENTION

STUDENT

VOLtJNTEERS, Reward your volunleer
sp irit with the General Motors/Howard
University Volunteer Spirit Award.
The Howard Gospel Choir is having
auditions on January 28th. Call 5823 116 to schedule an appointment.
Indiana State Association meeting. Tues.
Jan. 22. 5:00 p.m. DGH 143.
Lo11isiana Club tvfeetlng, Tuesday 1/21 /
91 DGH I43 6 p.m.
Salu!c 10 Blacks in Business ' 91 1s
comi ng .... Be there!
Louisiana Mardi Gras 2/8/91-2/12/91,
$110- bus only, $1 60- bus w/quad 2
nights, $180- w/triple, $210- w/double

FRI. JAN. 18th Serious Dance Hall
Business No Cover 10-11 w/invite

NUFF ROCKERS at THE BASEMENT
1851 91h SI. N.W. (corner of 91Jl & T).

RUNS FROM THE QUAD & PLAZA.
IF YOU WERE THERE THE LAST
TIME, YOU MUST BE THERE THIS
TIME. FREE ADMISSION I0-11 PM
LADIES FREE BY MIDNITE
COVER $5 WITH THIS AD.
Finance Club general body meeting 1/

Dare to party in your pajamas with the
ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
Friday, January 18, 1991 10:00 p.m.

23/91 Wed. 6 p.m. r.m. 216.

Howard 's Black Law • Student
Associatioii. presents ''Let's Chill''
January 25.1991, 10 p.m. Howard Law

ROSEBUD in conjunction with The
Fifth Annual Washington, D.C.
International Film Festival presents: The
Rosebud Awards a Washington A~a
Film and Video Showcase, sponsored
by Zalman Fishman and Nightclub Fifth
Column. For further information call

School 2900 Van Ness, N.W. $3, cash

202 797-9081

1327 R. St. N.W. $4.00 no sleeping
allowed!

rooms located on Howard University

campus. ·Desirc,mature stable students
call: (202)232·2382or882-8318 Karan

JOBS
PART-TIME DRIVERS NEEDED:
Weekday mornings to deliver the
Congressional Record & Federal
Register in Downtown D.C. Must be
available between 9AM and 1PM,
Monday (throug h Friday and have
reliable ·vehicle (motorcycle or small
car). No experience or knowledge of
D.C. required; we will train. Route
takes approx. 90 minutes, pays $20.0Q+
667-8600 for more information.

Howard University Toastmasters
oratorical contest coming soon! ·
Attention Alpha Sweethearts: There
will be a meeting on Tuesday, January

22. Douglas Hall room 116, 5 p.m.
"CRISIS IN THE GULF: AFRICANAMERICAN RESPONSES" WHEN:
January 21. 1991 TIME: 2:00-4:30
p .' m. WHERE :
Auditorium

Blackburn Center
EXPECTED

PARTICIPANTS ARE: Ambassador
John McCarthy, Diplomat-in-Residence
(former U.S. Ambassador to Lebanon);
Mr. Jaima Fouad of the Iraqi-American
Friendship Society; and other AfricanAmerican
organizational
representatives. Sponsor: Department
of Political Science Ronald W. Walters,
Chairman.

HOUSING
TWOBEDROOMAPT.TOSHARE!!!
Completely furnished, w/d, ale. near
Metro. nice neighborhood. Female
students. For further info. call 6998847 after 7 p.m .
Large. furnished , carpeted room with
bay window in lovely renovated lhree
bedroom townhouse, 5 blocks from
campus. On bus line, near metro. One
block from Safeway. Share house with
microwave and washer-dryer. Available
2/1. $345 per monlh including utilities.

(202) 232-1127.
ROOM/APARTMENT FOR RENT.
W/W carpeting, central heat, air, newly
renovated kitchen and bath, close to
Howard's campus. Call Mrs. Flanagan,

Come and see Mark Lamont Stevens,
Baritone Singer, Mr. Henry 's:'·Night

30I-336-3238.

Club, 1836 Columbia RD N.W. Tues.,
Wed. 9:00 p.m. (202) 526-0309 (h).

Room 4° rent 1 left, $285, includes all
util . mid-sized/w, w/d, mic., Harvard &
Georgia area.

·SUNDAY, JANUARY 20TH, THE
BLACKNESS PARTY(ASALUTETO
THE KIND) SPECIAL INVITED :
NY ' S DJ DIS CIPLE, FRIDAY
JANUARY I8TH NUFF ROOTS
ROCKERS PARTY HIP HOP AND
HOUSE IN SMALL BITS ALL ONCE
• AGAIN AT THE BASEMENT 1851
9TH ST(CORNER 9TH & T; 2 BLOCK
NORTH HU PLAZA) SHUTTLE

Renovated two bedroom Engli sh
basement apt. One block to campus. w/
w carpeting, washer/dryer, full kitchen

&bath. Backyardroomsare: Ilxll&
13xl5, $780 includes utilities.

301-

656-3935.
Rooms available immediately in Historic
Le Droit Park Spacious newly renovated

National marketing firm seeks mature
student to manage on-campus
promotions {or top companies this school
year. Flexible hours with earning
potential to $2,500 per semester. Must
be organized, hardworking and money
motivated. Call Christine at (800) 592-

2121.
Help someone in '91, volunteer at
Columbia Lighthouse for the Blind. The
Columbia Lighthouse for the Blind is in
need of volunteers to act as readers/
friendly visitors to blind and visuallyimpaircd persons in the Washington D.C.
metropolitan area. For more information
contact Monica Shumann at (202) 462-

2900.

working. Call Christine at (800) 592-

2121.

al (615) 5?6·0037.

.

Buster.

per day to Slart. Call Mr. Kelly al (202)

bar.

1991. For applications or more
infonnalion, contact Billie Stooksbury

MAKE A DIFFERENCE Do more than
build a resume, build a better' world. As
industry continues to destroy the
environment, the costs of health care
rise, and the gap between the rich and
poor increases, we need articulate,
motivated people to help us fight back.
The CLEC Canvass Network is now
hiring individuals to do community
outreach and fundraising on these and
other important issues. Flexible parttime, evening h~urs, $8.00/hr. and up
plus benefits, metro accessible in Dupont
Circle, equal opportunity employer. Call
today between the hours of 12 and 4

p.m. (202) 828-0904.
MISCELLANEOUS:

,
Do ,you need

someone to draw designs on your jeans
or denim jacket? I have experience
drawing names, designs and any cartoon
characters on clothes. Prices arc low
and negotiable, colors won't come out
in the wash. 24 hr. service call 2651640. Ask for Corey.
Best Fundraisers on Campus! Is your
fratc~nity, sorority or club interested in
ea ming $500.00toS1 ,000.00 for a oncweek, on-campus marketing project?
You must be wcll-0rganized and hard-

Howard University students invited to
participate in Wolf Trap's 1st Poster

Design Competition. Winners to receive
cash prizes, wide distribution and

recognition.

Undergraduate and

graduate studcnts(nonprofessional) in
Virginia, Maryland and Washington,m
D.C. are invited to challenge their

creativity in Wolf Trap's poster design
competition. ·Three winners will be
chosen to receive a $300 cash prize, and
one of the winning designs will be
selected for reproduction and
distribution at the Wolf Trap gift shop
throughout the local community. Mail
or deliver entries to Poster Competition,
Wolf Trap Foundation, 1624 Trap Road,
Vienna, Virginia, 22182/ For more
infonnation and details on rules call the
Art ~epartment at your university.

PERSONALS

'

Fellow Toastmasters, Keep up the hard
work for Toastmaster's week! From,
Tamitha Fisher (president)
Brown Hornet, with all the changes that
we ' ve been through; all the heartache
and the pain; things will get better. I'll
always love you and someday you'll
understand that. Ronald McDonald

•

.

The U.S. Dept. of Interior National Park
Service has announced that summer
lifeguard jobs arc available. For
information call toll free 1-800-678-

'

7946 (1-800 NP 8 SWIM). In New
York City, call 1-7I8-338-3670.
Graduate fellowships are available for
entering and first year graduate students
majoring in science disciplines and
interested in pursuing research careers
in areas pertaining global change.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens and
either entering or first year graduate
students in appropriate disciplines. The
application deadline is March 1, 1991 ,
and awards will be announced in May

ILLT
CALL TILLMON' SMITH
AT 806-6866
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TOPIC OF PANEL
DISCUSSION
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--• 24 Hour Security System • Fully Equipped Kitchens
• Secured Reserved Parking •• On-Site Laundry Facilities
Sp<ices Available
• Great Views of DC
• Heating & Cooling •
through Spacious Windows.
(IndividuallyCon,trolled)
' • Wall-To-Wall Carpeting
• Cable 1V Available
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McCarthy, diplomat-in-residence and former U.~
Zambian ambassador to the United States, Romona
Edelin, president of the National Urban Coalition, and
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Jaima Fouad of the Iraqi-American Friendship Society.

ACT NOW
CALL 202•265•5359
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The event is open to the public.
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Panel participants include Ambassador John
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Ambassador to Lebanon, Ambassador Paul Lusaka,

AND RECEIVE
........
...

science will sponsor a panel. discussion entitled
"Crisis
.
in the Gulf: African -American Responses" on Ja.n. 21,
from 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. in the Blackburn Center
auditorium on the university's main campus.
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